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Topological Properties of Interacting Fermionic Systems
Abstract
This thesis is a study of three categories of problems in fermionic systems for
which topology plays an important role: (i) The properties of zero modes arising
in systems of fermions interacting with a bosonic background, with a special focus
on Majorana modes arising in the superconductor state. We propose a method for
counting Majorana modes and we study a mechanism for controlling their number
parity in lattice systems, two questions that are of relevance to the protection of
quantum bits. (ii) The study of dispersionless bands in two dimensions as a platform
for correlated physics, where it is shown the possibility of stabilizing the fractional
quantum Hall eect in a at band with Chern number. (iii) The extension of the
hierarchy of quantum Hall uids to the case of time-reversal symmetric incompressible
ground states describing a phase of strongly interacting topological insulators in two
dimensions.
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Over the past 30 years, one of the central themes of condensed matter physics
has been the description of physical properties of systems based on the notion of
topology. In this context, a \topological property" refers to a property of the ground
state, which remains invariant with respect to local perturbations applied on the
system.
The best known example of such topological manifestation is given by the Quan-
tum Hal Eect (QHE), whereby upon subjecting a two dimensional electron gas with
high mobility to a strong uniform magnetic eld at low temperatures, a series of




h , where p and q
are integer numbers. The quantization of xy is robust so long as perturbations are
unable to close the many-body gap.
A uniform magnetic eld B in two dimensions organizes the single-particle spec-
trum into degenerate bands - Landau levels (LL) - equally separated from each other
1Chapter 1: Introduction 2
by the cyclotron energy ~!c, where !c  eB=mec denotes the cyclotron frequency,
e is the electron's charge, me is the electron's mass, c is the speed of light and ~ is
the Planck's constant divided by 2. The degeneracy of each LL is determined by
the ratio =0 of the total magnetic ux  = BA (A is the total area of the system)
threading the system divided by the fundamental magnetic ux quantum 0  hc=e.
In the integer QHE (IQHE) [122], one deals with a scenario where the Fermi
level EF lies between, say, the p-th and the (p + 1)-th LL's, i.e., (p + 1=2)~!c <
EF < (p + 3=2)~!c. In such case, if one considers a cylinder geometry [69] or a
ring geometry [45], the highest energy states far from the edges far are at energies
(p + 1=2)~!c in the limit of a clean sample and hence there is an excitation energy
gap associated to these bulk states. Near the edges of sample, on the other hand, the
conning potential pushes the single-particle energy levels up, which eventually end
up crossing the Fermi level and give rise to gapless edge states. At equilibrium, the
states localized near the two edges carry opposite currents and thus the net current
in the whole sample is zero. On the other hand, if there is a dierence EF  e
on the Fermi level at the edges, with EF assumed to be small enough so that the
bulk states do not cross the Fermi level, then near the edge where the Fermi level
has been increased extra states will be populated, while near the edge where the
Fermi level has been lowered states will be depopulated. This imbalance results in
a net current I = pe2
h , which then implies a Hall conductance  = pe2=h. The
eects of the Coulomb interaction and disorder do not change the quantized transport
properties of the IQHE as long as their respective energy scales are much smaller than
the cyclotron energy ~!c [69, 45].Chapter 1: Introduction 3
Thouless, Kohmoto, Nightingale and den Nijs [120] have shown that, when ap-
plied to a non-interacting periodic band insulator subject to an external magnetic
eld in two dimensions, the Kubo formula for the Hall conductance xy delivers an
expression which, in units of e2=h, equals the rst Chern number computed over all
the occupied bands. The rst Chern number is an integer valued topological invariant
that characterizes the mapping between the space of points k in the 2D Brillouin zone
to the space of Bloch states j ki (dened under the condition that j k+Gi = j ki,
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector) forming an isolated band. A non-zero Chern
number captures the inability to uniquely assign the phase of the Bloch states in the
entire Brillouin zone [77] and exemplies the concept of Berry phase [8, 109].
Dierently from the above scenario, if a LL is partially lled and the eect of
interactions is not taken into account, then a large number of many-body states be-
come mutually degenerate, where such degeneracy cannot be lifted perturbatively by
the eect of Coulomb interactions. The problem of a partially lled LL thus makes
for a strongly correlated electronic states par excellence and, for some special values
of the lling fraction (the ratio between the number of particles and the number of
single-particle degenerate states which make up the LL's), the eects of the elec-
tronic correlations lift the large degeneracy by selecting an incompressible state with,
xy which is a fraction of e2=h [121, 110]. The observation of the FQHE requires
larger magnetic elds, cleaner samples and low temperatures as compared to the
IQHE; while the latter can be formulated as a single-particle problem, the former is a
quintessential strongly correlated state. Ref. [87] has extended the notion of a Chern
number to an interacting many-body ground state by demonstrating that the HallChapter 1: Introduction 4
conductance is related to the response of the ground state wave function to \twisted"
boundary conditions.
The Hamiltonian of a free charged particle in a magnetic eld has some special
properties. The rst aforementioned one is that adjacent LL's are separated by a
constant energy gap ~!c. Besides that, the lowest LL (LLL) plays a special role
in that, modulo sign conventions, the single-particle wave functions (in so called
symmetric gauge) pertaining to the LLL can be factorized into a Gaussian part (whose
decay is controlled by the magnetic length `B =
p
~c=eB) and an analytic function of
z = x+iy, where x and y are the coordinates of the two dimensional plane. Laughlin
has explored this analyticity property of the LLL, together with other general physical
requirements, to propose wave functions for the ground state of the FQHE at lling
fractions 1=(2m + 1), m 2 Z [70]. By applying gauge arguments to such family of
wave functions, Laughlin was able to demonstrate that the elementary excitations
of this compressible state are quasi-particles and quasi-holes with fractional charge
e=m, which were then shown in Refs. [47, 2] to have fractional statistics.
The experimental observation of a plethora of fractional Hall plateaus at a variety
of lling fractions lead to the construction of a hierarchy of wave functions out of
Laughlin's wave function, [46, 42, 47, 71, 36, 74, 73] and the development of the
composite fermion picture. [59, 60] These approaches were later reconciled, and unied
by the eective description of the FQHE in terms of multi-component Chern-Simons
gauge eld theories in (2 + 1)-dimensional space and time. [92, 136, 11, 12, 29, 137,
138, 28] These topological eective theories for the hierarchy of the FQHE deliver
a correspondence between the physics in the two-dimensional bulk and the physicsChapter 1: Introduction 5
along the edges of the sample. [69, 45, 129, 132, 131, 27]. The way in which the gauge
elds of the Chern-Simons theory couple to one another is encoded in the so called
K matrix. Despite the fact that these topological eld theories do not depend on
any energy scale of the physical system, i.e., the bulk Hamiltonian of such theories is
exactly zero, still they provide a natural framework to study universal properties such
as quasi-particle's mutual statistics. In addition, by studying these topological eld
theories in some `non-trivial" geometry, one can determine the topological degeneracy
of the ground state, which is encoded by the K matrix. The topological degeneracy
of the ground state predicted by the Chern-Simons theory is of special relevance, for
instance, in confronting the predictions of topological theories exact diagonalization
studies performed, for example, on a toroidal geometry.
Building on the early connections of the characterization of the quantum Hall eect
in terms of topological invariants [120, 87], Haldane [43] has pointed out the possibility
of realizing the IQHE in a two dimensional lattice system with a zero magnetic ux
per unit cell, in contrast to the Hofstadter model [51] . His model consists of spinless
fermions hopping on a honeycomb lattice, where a complex valued second-nearest
neighbor hopping parameter opens a gap in the single particle spectrum and gives
rise to 2 topological bands with Chern numbers 1. At one electron per unit cell (half-
lling) the system in a cylinder geometry is a bulk insulator with one unidirectional
(chiral) current carrying mode at each edge (with opposite directions for opposite
edges), i.e., the same properties fullled by a lled Landau level.
The parallelism between the Haldane model and a lled LL poses a question before
us: Given that interactions can stabilize an incompressible many-body correlatedChapter 1: Introduction 6
state at special lling fractions, what is the fate of interactions in a partially lled band
with non-zero Chern number (hereafter referred to as a \Chern band")? Although
similar at rst sight, the two problems do not immediately map into one another. For
example, the analytic properties shared by single particle wave functions in the LLL
are absent in a Chern band. Moreover, while in the FQHE observed in semiconductors
at uniform magnetic eld the magnetic length `B is typically much larger than the
underlying lattice spacing, thus justifying one to neglect the lattice eects to a very
good approximation, in the case of a Chern band, the role of the magnetic length is
played by the lattice spacing itself, such that the lattice eects are to be taken into
account. If one partially lls a dispersionless Chern band, a natural candidate ground
state is a charge density wave. Could it be, however, that for certain lling fractions a
FQH state is energetically favored? Some of these issues pertaining to the properties
of a Chern band and the eect of interactions will be addressed in this thesis.
Despite the fact that the model of Ref. [43] has not yet been realized experimen-
tally to this date, the construction of Haldane is a breakthrough for the possibility
that it opens to generalizations in lattice systems with time-reversal symmetry and
spin degrees of freedom. For instance, if a two dimensional lattice model can be de-
scribed as two spin-polarized and independent copies of the Haldane model with the
opposite signs of the Hall conductance, then though the net charge transported by
the two decoupled systems is zero, the spin transport is non-zero and quantized. In
this scenario, the system would realize an integer spin quantum Hall eect (ISQHE).
The developments in the explorations of topological signatures in band theory
have led to the recent prediction and experimental discovery of topological insulatorsChapter 1: Introduction 7
in two [62, 63, 7, 6, 68] and three [30, 32, 80, 90, 96, 53, 17, 143] dimensions, which are
time-reversal symmetric band insulators whose band structure can be characterized
by a Z2 topological invariant. This invariant measures the parity of the number of
Krammer's pairs of boundary states and distinguishes whether or not the boundary
states are immune to localization due to time-reversal invariant disorder.
All the recently discovered topological insulators are in a regime where the eect
of interactions is negligible and thus much of their physical properties derive from
the free particle picture. It is however possible to conceive the situation whereby
the strength of interactions is adiabatically increased in a topological band insulator.
What would then be the competing correlated ground states? Could any of these
phases be an incompressible liquid-like ground state  a la the FQHE, albeit with
time reversal symmetry? In this thesis, we shall address this question, namely, the
description of strongly correlated phases with time-reversal symmetry from the point
of view of topological eld theories in (2+1) dimensions. In analogy with the FQHE,
we shall provide a hierarchical construction of Chern-Simons topological eld theories
with fractionalized excitations and use it to derive the structure of the edge theory.
Another topic that has been receiving much attention recently and that has been
inuenced by ideas originated from topological properties of physical systems is quan-
tum computation. The basic ingredient in quantum computation is the qubit, which
is a two-level system on which information is stored. One of the major challenges
in implementing realistic protocols of quantum computation is decoherence, i.e., the
fact that the intrinsic coupling between the qubits with the environment generally
leads to dephasing and subsequent loss of the coherence of the quantum state of in-Chapter 1: Introduction 8
terest. It has been claimed to be possible to circumvent the problem of decoherence
if the qubit is constructed non-locally by using spatially separated excitations of a
many-body ground state. [66]
A possible way of implementing these non-local qubits is via systems whose exci-
tations obey non-Abelian statistics. Two candidate systems to host these excitations,
both in two spatial dimensions, are the  = 5=2 fractional quantum Hall state [79]
and superconductors in which the presence of vortex order parameter binds a \zero
mode", i.e., a fermionic excitation with zero energy localized at the core of the vor-
tex. [94, 93, 54]
What makes zero modes so special in superconductors? To address this question
we recall that because superconductance mixes particles and holes, the second quan-
tized Bogoliubov quasi-particle operator E at some energy E satises the particle-
hole symmetric relation E = 
y
 E. As such, the quantized operator 0 associated
with the zero energy mode turns out to be self-adjoint, that is to say, 0 = 
y
0. It is in
the sense of being a \real" fermion that a zero mode represents a condensed matter
realization of Majorana fermions [75, 140]. With a pair of Majorana fermions 0;a
and 0;b it is possible to assemble \complex" fermion operators   = 1 p
2 (0;a + i0;b)
and  y = 1 p
2 (0;a   i0;b) acting on a two dimensional Hilbert space comprising the
states j0i (\empty" fermion state) and j1i (\lled" fermion state), which constitute
the qubit. The parity of the number of zero modes per vortex core turns out to be
fundamental in determining the stability of the qubit. If, for example, two zero modes
exist at each vortex, generic perturbations can split those modes apart causing the
breaking down of the stability. The general statement is then that an odd (even)Chapter 1: Introduction 9
number of zero modes per vortex implies that one can form, in principle, qubits that
are stable (unstable) against decoherence.
Of particular importance is the question of the stability of Majorana qubits in
realistic condensed matter systems where there is a natural tendency for a \doubling"
of the degrees of freedom, either due to spin degeneracy or due the existence of
an underlying lattice. To give a concrete example of this \doubling" phenomenon,
we recall that in graphene, electrons hop on a two dimensional honeycomb lattice,
where the band structure contains (per spin species) a pair of \Dirac points" in
two momenta K at the Brillouin zone (see Ref. [82] for a review). If one induces
superconductivity in graphene by the proximity eect with an s-wave superconductor,
then a superconducting gap opens on the Dirac points. A superconductor vortex
would give rise to one Majorana mode on the vortex core per spin species (2) and
per Dirac points (2), resulting in a total of 2  2 = 4 Majorana modes per vortex,
which turns out to be undesirable for stable qubits. In this thesis we shall provide a
mechanism for obtaining an odd number of zero modes in graphene despite the even
number of low energy degrees of freedom.
Aside from their interpretation as Majorana modes in superconductors, fermionic
zero modes have a long and interesting history. It was rst realized by Jackiw and
Rebbi [56] and by Su, Schrieer and Heeger [113, 114] that in one spatial dimension,
fermions can interact with a scalar order parameter (which, in Refs. [113, 114], repre-
sents a bond dimerization on the polyacetylene chain) with a real space conguration
forming a domain-wall. The non-zero order parameter being responsible for a mass
gap in the fermionic spectrum, a domain wall conguration represents a region inChapter 1: Introduction 10
space where the sign of the fermion mass changes ( phase shift). The remarkable
physical property shown in Refs. [56, 113, 114] is that the domain wall traps one zero
energy mode per spin species with fermionic charge e=2, where the signs ambiguity
reects whether the zero energy state is lled or empty. Therefore in the case of
spinless fermions, this one dimensional example realizes, in the simplest form, the
phenomenon of charge fractionalization. The account of the electron spin in a realis-
tic system causes the charge of the domain-wall to reacquire integer values, however
it still leaves room for a interesting possibility: (i) If both zero modes per spin species
are either occupied or empty, the total charge Q = e=2  e=2 = e and the total
spin S = 0 (single) or S = 1(triplet). (ii) If one of the spin states is occupied, the
total charge Q = e=2  e=2 = 0 and the total spin S = 1=2. We are then led
conclude that the domain-wall produces the phenomenon of spin-charge separation.
The same phenomenon of charge fractionalization and spin-charge separation can
also occur in higher dimensions. In graphene (see Ref. [82] for a review), for instance,
the Kelul e bond order parameter, which opens a mass gap on the two inequivalent
Dirac points in reciprocal space, also leads to fractional charge. [52] Being a complex
U(1) order parameter, the Kekul e allows for the possibility of a vortex conguration.
It was shown in Ref. [52] that if the phase of the order parameter winds by 2
as it encircles the center of the vortex, a fermionic zero mode with charge e=2 is
exponentially localized at the core of the vortex. Mathematically, a common feature
shared by these examples of charge fractionalization in one and two spatial dimensions
is the existence of a sub-lattice symmetry represented by a unitary transformation
S that anti-commutes with the Hamiltonian and guarantees a one to one relationChapter 1: Introduction 11
between positive and negative energy states. An isolated zero mode is thus protected
by perturbations so long as they do not break the sub-lattice symmetry.
In the various examples cited above where point defects (domain-wall, vortex) in
the fermion mass parameter give rise to zero modes, the search for zero modes relies
on directly (either analytically or numerically) nding normalizable solutions to the
zero eigenvalue equation and requires knowledge of microscopic information, such as,
the boundary conditions obeyed by the wave function. It is known, on the other hand,
that the existence of such interesting fermionic modes actually depends on \global"
information of the Hamiltonian (for instance, the vorticity of the order parameter).
Given the importance of zero modes associated to a variety of physical phenomena,
it is natural to ask is one can predict the existence, as well as the multiplicity, of zero
mode solutions in point defects by knowledge of the \global" properties of the Hamil-
tonian as opposed to directly relying on the solution of the zero energy eigenvalue
problem. Such question shall be addressed in this thesis.
1.2 Organization of the thesis
Part I: Zero Modes and Majorana Fermions
Chapter 2
Chapter 2 studies the stability of Majorana qubits in the proximity-induced su-
perconductor phase of graphene. If the Fermi energy lies close to the Dirac points, the
number of low energy degrees of freedom that participate in the superconductor state
is 4 = 22 (2 Dirac points and 2 spins), resulting in 4 zero modes per vortex, whichChapter 1: Introduction 12
then imposes a serious barrier for the construction of Majorana qubits immune to the
eects of decoherence. We shall address and answer the question: How to obtain an
odd number of zero modes per vortex despite the fact that the system contains an
even number of low-energy fermionic degrees of freedom? As we shall demonstrate,
the answer to this question lies at the competition between the superconductor order
parameter and fermionic bilinear terms (masses) which break time-reversal symme-
try. In addition we shall also discuss the similarities and distinctions between the
non-Abelian statistics of Majorana fermions and Dirac fermions.
Chapter 3
Zero modes are related to interesting physical eects such as charge fractional-
ization and Majorana fermions and appear in a variety of fermionic systems. In the
special case of superconductors, the parity of the number of zero mode solutions per
vortex is a measure of the ability to construct decoherence free qubits. Usually one
relies on the solution of a dierential equation in order to determine the number of
zero mode solutions bound in a given point defect. We develop a method for count-
ing the number of zero modes, which does not rely on solving a dierential equation,
rather it relies on computing the fermionic charge induced by the point defect in
particle-hole symmetric Hamiltonians.Chapter 1: Introduction 13
Part II: Flatbands and the Fractional Quantum Hall Eect
Chapter 4
Flatbands constitute a natural playground for studying strongly correlated physics.
A remarkable example that illustrates this point is provided by the FQHE, in which
the role of the atbands is played by the Landau levels created by the external uniform
magnetic eld.
Lattice models oer another possibility of encountering dispersionless electronic
bands. As it turns out in many instances such atbands do not occur isolated from the
other bands. Given the aforementioned importance of atbands for understanding
strongly correlated electronic phases, we study in a specic model, the conditions
necessary for obtaining isolated atbands. Similar to the Landau levels, the the
breaking of time reversal symmetry is key to obtaining isolated atbands. We shall
also discuss how atbands can be viewed as a critical point separating phases with
opposite signs of the quantum Hall eect.
Chapter 5
We consider an example of electrons hopping on a two dimensional lattice for
which the spectrum contains an isolated at band with Chern number C = 1. A
lled atband with C = 1 is analogous to a lled Landau level in that both support
a single chiral edge mode and a quantized Hall conductance xy = e2=h. Motivated
by the onset of a fractional quantum Hall state at partial lling of a Landau level, we
ask: What happens if one partially lls a at band with C = 1? We present numericalChapter 1: Introduction 14
results which support the FQHE on a atband at lling fraction  = 1=3. In addition
to that we present a discussion of the relation between the spread of the Wannier
functions and the Chern number of the band. Finally we discuss the eect of the
non-uniformity of the Berry eld in momentum space for the variational calculation
of the spectrum of neutral excitations above the many-body ground state.
Part III: Topological Field Theories of 2D Fractional Topo-
logical Insulators
Chapter 6
Chapter 6 discusses strongly interacting electronic phases with time-reversal sym-
metry in two dimensions. These phases can be built, in some given limit, from pairs of
fractional quantum Hall states related to each other by time-reversal. We construct a
hierarchy of time-reversal symmetric topological eld theories and describe the prop-
erties obeyed by the K matrix. By studying this eld theory in a nite geometry,
we are then able to construct the edge theory describing counter-propagating edge
channels.Part I
Zero Modes and Majorana
Fermions
15Chapter 2
Topological qubits in graphenelike systems
Abstract
The fermion-doubling problem can be an obstacle to getting half a qubit in two-
dimensional fermionic tight-binding models in the form of Majorana zero modes
bound to the core of superconducting vortices. We argue that the number of such
Majorana zero modes is determined by a Z2  Z2 topological charge for a family
of two-dimensional fermionic tight-binding models ranging from noncentrosymmetric
materials to graphene. This charge depends on the dimension of the representation
(i.e., the number of species of Dirac fermions { where the doubling problem enters)
and the parity of the Chern number induced by breaking time-reversal symmetry. We
show that in graphene there are as many as ten order parameters that can be used
in groups of four to change the topological number from even to odd.
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2.1 Introduction
A major hurdle in the realization of quantum computers is the problem of de-
coherence. Qubits generically do not last long in the presence of the environment.
Overcoming decoherence is possible if the qubit is stored nonlocally using a many-
body state, in such a way that the reservoir, which only couples locally to the sys-
tem, is unable to damage the quantum information. [66] An implementation of this
scheme can be achieved if the many-body ground state supports excitations obeying
non-Abelian braiding statistics. Non-Abelian braiding statistics that departs from
the Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac statistics can only be realized in eectively two-
dimensional (2D) systems, such as the  = 5=2 fractional quantum Hall state on the
one hand, [79] or in chiral px  ipy 2D superconductors where a half vortex binds a
zero-energy midgap state on the other hand. [94, 93, 54] In the latter example, due
to particle-hole symmetry (PHS), this zero mode is a Majorana fermion. A two-state
system { a qubit { can be assembled from one complex fermion made up of a pair of
such Majorana fermions sitting at far away vortices. The splitting of the energies from
exactly zero is exponentially small in the separation between the vortices and thus
the time to degrade a quantum superposition is exponentially large in the distance
between the vortices.
Majorana fermions bound to the core of vortices in a superconductor were discov-
ered by Jackiw and Rossi. [57] There is a single zero-energy midgap state when the
vorticity is n = 1 (there are generically jnj zero modes). However, these results are
obtained for the case of the minimal representation of Dirac fermions whose support
in space is the 2D continuum. The fermion-doubling problem, discovered in the con-Chapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 18
text of lattice-gauge theory, [84] prevents importing these results of Jackiw and Rossi
to condensed-matter systems, which are models dened on lattices. In graphene, for
instance, one does have the Majorana fermions from which it is possible to assemble
the qubits, as shown by Ghaemi and Wilczek. [34] However, there are four of them in
each vortex because there are two Dirac cones for each spin polarization in graphene.
Even numbers of Majorana fermions are not stable, as local perturbations can move
them away from zero energy.
One can get much insight into the problem of how many Majorana fermions can be
realized in eectively 2D tight-binding models if one looks into ideas for addressing
the fermion-doubling problem in lattice-gauge theories. There is the original pro-
posal due to Wilson, which is achieved by adding perturbations (Wilson masses) to
a lattice Hamiltonian that opens gaps at undesirable duplicate Dirac points. [141]
However, from the point of view of a lattice-gauge regularization of quantum chromo-
dynamics, this option has the undesirable property of breaking the chiral symmetry.
Alternatively, the idea that the fermion doubling can be overcome by considering an
n-dimensional system as a boundary of a (n + 1)-dimensional one was put forth by
Callan and Harvey in Ref. [13] (see also Refs. [24] and [64]). In fact, it is the Callan-
Harvey eect that is at work in the remarkable results obtained by Fu and Kane: [31]
(i) surface states in 3D topological insulators with time-reversal symmetry (TRS)
realize an odd number of Dirac fermions in the minimal representation of the Cliord
algebra. (ii) They can be used to achieve an odd number of Majorana fermions bound
to vortex cores induced by the proximity to a type-II superconductor.
We argue in this paper that the Wilson prescription is a route to attain an oddChapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 19
number of Majorana fermions in eectively 2D condensed-matter systems. The chief
reason is that one is not constrained to impose chiral symmetry as in lattice-gauge
theory. However, not any Wilson mass can be used for this purpose, only those that
break TRS. This approach naturally leads to a Z2Z2 topological charge that discerns
whether the system has an even or odd number of Majorana fermions attached to
a superconducting (SC) vortex. In essence, the parity of the number of zero modes
is determined by the number of Dirac points which have not been knocked out by
changing the Chern number via the TRS-breaking Wilson mass. For systems where
the number of species is odd, like in the case of surface states of TRS topological
insulators, odd numbers of zero modes occur without breaking TRS (oddeven case).
In the case of graphene, which is one focus of this paper and where there is an even
number of Dirac cones, TRS must be broken so as to obtain an odd Chern number
and, in turn, an odd number of Majorana fermions (evenodd case). In all other
cases, including graphene when TRS is unbroken (eveneven case) and surface states
of topological insulators with large enough magnetic eld (oddodd case), there
are even numbers of Majorana fermions. Notice that, according to this Z2  Z2
classication, systems dened on 2D lattices must have both SC pairing correlations
and a nonzero Chern number that accounts for a thermal Hall eect in order to have
non-Abelian quasiparticles. This is \the poor cousin," i.e., the mean-eld version, of
the  = 5=2 quantum Hall state.Chapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 20
2.2 Tuning the number of Majorana fermions
To illustrate how it is possible to use a Wilson mass prescription to change at will
the number of Majorana fermions in a 2D tight-binding model, we begin with the
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(2.1)
that we dene on a square lattice with sites denoted by r = m^ x + n^ y, where m
and n are integers. Here, cy
r = (cy
r;s) is a doublet that creates on site r an electron
with the spin projection s =";# along the quantization axis, ^ x  x  1 and
^ y  y  2 are the rst two Pauli matrices while the third Pauli matrix 3 denes
the quantization axis in spin space, and the real-valued number  sets the energy
scale for the Rashba hopping. At half lling, i.e., at vanishing chemical potential, the
Fermi surface collapses to the four nonequivalent Fermi points
pF = (0;0);(0;);(;0);(;): (2.2)
These Fermi points are TRS in that they change by a reciprocal wave vector under
the inversion p !  p. Linearization of the energy spectrum of H in the vicinity of
these four Fermi points yields an 8  8 massless Dirac Hamiltonian, i.e., a reducible
representation of the Cliord algebra four times larger than the minimal one in 2D
continuum space. This is a manifestation of the fermion doubling. Hamiltonian (2.1)
preserves TRS but breaks completely SU(2) spin-rotation symmetry (SRS).
We now introduce the same spectral gap at all the Fermi points, Eq. (2.2). We

















that we add to Hamiltonian (2.1),
H ! H + H: (2.4)
This 2D tight-binding Hamiltonian is the relative to a noncentrosymmetric supercon-
ductor in the Rashba-Dirac limit and with singlet SC pairing studied in Ref. [102]. A
TRS-breaking vortex
 ! (r)exp(i) (2.5)
with the prole (r), where r and  are polar coordinates, binds four Majorana
fermions at the Fermi energy via the Jackiw-Rossi solutions. [102]
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parametrized by the triplet of energy scales,
h = (h1;h2;h3)  (h^ x;h^ y;hz)  (hx;hy;hz): (2.7)
Each Wilson mass breaks TRS and breaks SU(2) SRS down to U(1).
We are going to show numerically on the lattice and analytically in the continuum
limit that the Wilson masses h can be used to change the number of Majorana
fermions bound to the core of the vortex, Eq. (2.5), in
H := H + H + Hh (2.8)
one by one from four to zero.Chapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 22
Figure 2.1: Energy levels for the lattice Hamiltonian (2.8) as a function of h3  hz for
h1  h^ x = 0:55h3, h2  h^ y = 0:45h3, and  = (r = 1) = 1. Although nite-size
eects prevent the closing of the bulk gap, the vanishing curvature of the gap in the
bulk is a footprint of each thermodynamic transition as a function of hz. In region
IV, there are 8 (=42) midgap states, four bound to the vortex and four bound to
the antivortex. Their degeneracy is lifted by the combined eects of intravortex-level
or intervortex-level repulsion. There are 6 (=32), 4 (=22), and 2 (=12) midgap
states in regions III, II, and I, respectively. In the limit in which the vortex and
antivortex separation goes to innity, the intervortex-level repulsion is exponentially
suppressed and midgap states can be converted to Majorana fermions. Thus, an odd
number of Majorana fermions attached to an isolated vortex are found in regions III
and I.Chapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 23
Figure 2.1 displays the energy spectrum of Hamiltonian (2.8) obtained from nu-
merical diagonalization on a square lattice made of 3939 sites. Periodic boundary
conditions are imposed in the presence of a vortex and an anti-vortex with winding
numbers 1, respectively, that are as far apart as possible. A continuum of energy
eigenstates is visible as are bulk-gap-closing transitions as a function of h3  hz.
Midgap states are also visible although they are not located at the Fermi energy be-
cause of level repulsion for states attached to the same defect and because of the nite
separation between the two defects. Starting from four midgap states per isolated
vortex in the thermodynamic limit, increasing h3 decreases their number by one after
each bulk-gap-closing transition.
The same results follow analytically after linearization of the spectrum around
the Fermi points, Eq. (2.2). Indeed, linearization of Hamiltonian (2.8) yields, in the







with the 44 Hermitian blocks
Hj =
0
B B B B B
B B B
@
 j p j 0
p j 0 j
j 0  j  p
0 j  p j
1
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A
(2.9b)
whereby the units ~ = vF = 1 have been chosen, the complex notation p  p1 +ip2 isChapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 24
used for the momenta whereby x denotes the complex conjugate of x, and
1 = 2  ; 3 = 4  ; (2.9c)
1  (0;0) = 2(h3 + h1 + h2); (2.9d)
2  (0;) =  2(h3 + h1   h2); (2.9e)
3  (;) = 2(h3   h1   h2); (2.9f)
4  (;0) =  2(h3   h1 + h2): (2.9g)




p2 + (jj j  jj j)
2 ; (2.10)
where the signs inside and outside the square root are not correlated. The mathe-
matical form of any of the four matrices Hj is the same as that studied in Ref. [98],
provided the SC order parameter  and each j are identied, respectively, with the
Kekul e and Haldane masses in Ref. [98]. Thus, we can immediately borrow and tailor
some of the results from Ref. [98] to the present case.
If all the j's are zero and the SC order parameter has a single vortex with unit
winding number, there are four Majorana fermions bound to it. As the magnitudes of
the jjj's increase, there will be a phase transition every time that jjj = j(r = 1)j.
Any such transition is characterized by a decrease in the number of Majorana fermions
by one unit and a corresponding change in the value of the Chern number by 1,
depending on the sign of j. Therefore, by changing the Chern number of the system
by 1 each time, one can knock out the Majorana fermions one by one.
Alternatively, one could start from the dominant Haldane masses limit de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jjj > j(r = 1)j with j = 1;2;3;4. In this limit, the system sustains the thermal
integer quantum Hall eect (IQHE) and supports four chiral Majorana fermions. [43]
One can then change h so as to cross successive quantum phase transitions at
which any one of the 1;:::;4 equals in magnitude the spectral gap controlled by
j(r = 1)j. As before, each time we cross a phase transition, the Chern number and
hence the number of Majorana fermions at a SC vortex core changes.
We note that the presence of a nearest-neighbor-hopping dispersion
(p) =  2t(cospx + cospy) (2.11)
with t   is equivalent to adding a constant chemical potential
j  (pj) (2.12)
for each one of the four Fermi momenta, Eq. (2.2). The eect of this term is to shift





i.e., our results can be generalized to systems with quadratic dispersions and naturally
explain the results found in Ref. [105].
2.3 Tuning the number of Majorana fermions in
graphene
We are now going to demonstrate that the very same control on the number of
Majorana fermions achieved with Hamiltonian (2.9) is also possible in graphene. We
recall that in graphene, electrons with spin s =";# hop on a honeycomb lattice thatChapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 26
is made of two triangular sublattices A and B. The conduction and valence bands
touch at the two non-equivalent points K located at the opposite corners in the
hexagonal rst Brillouin zone (see Ref. [82] for a review). Finally, to account for the
possibility of a SC instability, Nambu doublets are introduced with the index p and h
to distinguish particles from their charge conjugate (holes). Hence, after linearization
of the spectrum about the Fermi points K, this leads to a single-particle kinetic
energy represented by a 1616-dimensional matrix
HD := 1p1 + 2p2: (2.14)
Here, 1 and 2 are two 1616-dimensional Dirac matrices.
It was shown in Ref. [98] that there exists 36 distinct order parameters such that
any one, when added to HD, opens a spectral gap. These order parameters are
identied by seeking all 1616 matrices from the Cliord algebra that anticommute
with HD. One complex valued order parameter is that for singlet superconductivity.
We shall denote the two corresponding 1616 matrices from the Cliord algebra by
MReSSC and MImSSC and dene the perturbation
H := 1MReSSC + 2MImSSC (2.15)
that opens the spectral gap 2jj with the complex-valued
  1 + i2 (2.16)
parametrized by the real-valued 1 and 2 when added to HD. Next, we seek all
1616 matrices from the Cliord algebra that (i) anticommute with HD and (ii)
commute with H. In this way, we nd all ten TRS-breaking order parametersChapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 27
Table 2.1: The ten mass matrices with PHS that anticommute with 1 and 2 and
commute with the singlet SC masses MReSSC and MImSSC. Each mass matrix can
be assigned an order parameter for the underlying microscopic model. The latin
subindex of the order parameter's name corresponds to the preferred quantization
axis in SU(2) spin space. Each mass matrix either preserves or breaks TRS, SRS,
and sublattice symmetry (SLS). Each mass matrix can be written as a tensor product
X1234  1 
s2 
3 
4, where 1, s2, 3, and 4 correspond to unit 22
and Pauli matrices that act on particle-hole, spin-1=2, valley, and sublattice indices,
respectively.
Order parameter TRS SRS SLS Here X1234
IQHE False True False MIQHE X3003
ReVBSx False False True MReVBSx X3110
ReVBSy False False True MReVBSy X0210
ReVBSz False False True MReVBSz X3310
ImVBSx False False True MImVBSx X0120
ImVBSy False False True MImVBSy X3220
ImVBSz False False True MImVBSz X0320
N eelx False False False MN eelx X3133
N eely False False False MN eely X0233
N eelz False False False MN eelz X3333Chapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 28
listed in Table 2.1 that alone would open a gap in the Dirac spectrum if not for their
competition with the gap induced by singlet superconductivity. Within this set of ten
matrices one can form groups of at most four matrices that are mutually commuting
and therefore can be simultaneously diagonalized. Here, we choose the four-tuplet
fReVBSx;ImVBSy;N eelz;IQHEg for concreteness but the results hereafter apply to
any other such four-tuplet of commuting mass matrices among the set of ten. Our
main result regarding graphene is the fact that
H = p   + 1 MReSSC + 2 MImSSC
+ m1 MReVBSx + m2 MImVBSy
+ m3 MN eelz +  MIQHE (2.17a)
is unitarily similar to Eqs. (2.9a) and (2.9b) with
1;2;3;4  ; (2.17b)
1   m1 + m2 + m3 + ; (2.17c)
2  m1   m2 + m3 + ; (2.17d)
3  m1 + m2   m3 + ; (2.17e)
4   m1   m2   m3 + : (2.17f)
The phase diagram in Figure 2.2 follows.
There is a total of four SC pair potentials that open a uniform gap at K in
graphene. [98] One is the singlet SC pair potential, which we have discussed so far
and the remaining three are all triplet SC pair potentials. For each such triplet SC
mass, as in the singlet SC, there are four competing orders that commute pairwiseChapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 29
Figure 2.2: Schematic phase diagram of the competition between the singlet SC (),
thermal IQH (), magnetic bond (m1;2), and N eel (m3) orders near the Dirac point
in graphene. Here, m1;2;3 are xed while jj and jj vary. When m1;2;3 = 0, there
are three phases (two large jj phases with  > 0 and  < 0 and one large jj
phase, according to Ref. [98]). If we choose m1;2;3 in such a way that m1 + m2 + m3,
m1 + m2   m3,  m1 + m2   m3, and  m1   m2 + m3 are all dierent, there are
15 phases as we change  and . Shaded (nonshaded) regions represent a phase
with the odd (even) Chern number. In phases that are adiabatically connected to a
nonsuperconducting state (the horizontal axis jj = 0), one can switch o the pairing
without closing the gap. In these phases, the number of Majorana fermions is thus
even.
and can be used, in principle, to knock out one by one Majorana fermions bound to
the cores of isolated vortices.
2.4 Zero modes and non-Abelian statistics
Consider the 4  4 Hamiltonian (2.9b) in the limit j = 0.
H =
0
B B B B
B B B B
@
0 @+ (r) 0
@  0 0 (r)
(r) 0 0  @+
0 (r)  @  0
1
C C C
C C C C C
A
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where @   i(@x  @y). Let
H(r) = 0; (2.19)
be the zero mode equation with (r) = ( ~ u(r);u(r);v(r); ~ v(r)). Eq. (2.19) reduces
to the pair of equations for (u;v)
@+u(r) + (r)v(r) = 0 (2.20a)
(r)u(r)   @ v(r) = 0; (2.20b)
and another equivalent pair of equations for (~ u; ~ v). Eqs. (2.20) have the property that
a change of the phase of the order parameter by  ! e i transforms the eigenmodes
by
u ! e
i=2u; v ! e
 i=2v; (2.21)
implying that for a change of phase  = 2, the eigenmodes transform as (u;v) !
( u; v). For a vortex at the origin r = 0, i.e., (r) = 0(r)e  i, there is a
single normalizable solution of Eqs. (2.20) which is exponentially localized at the
vortex core, satisfying v = u, while no normalizable solution exists for the pair of










and, thus, is a Majorana fermion, since  = y. As shown by Ivanov [54], as a con-
sequence of the transformations (2.21), the braiding of two vortices, each supporting
Majorana fermions 1 and 2 satisfying the anti-commutation relation fi;j g = 2ij,
induces the transformation
1 ! 2; 2 !  1: (2.23)Chapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 31




implements (2.23). Braiding operations in a degenerate system with N Majorana
fermions suciently far from each other are represented by successive unitary trans-
formations of the form Uij, for i;j = 1;:::;N acting on the degenerate subspace of the
zero modes. Since these unitary transformation do not commute, the order in which
these braiding transformations are performed matters and this realizes an example of
non-Abelian statistics.
Hamiltonian (2.18) also applies to spinless electrons graphene, where  has the
interpretation of the Kekul e order parameter [52]. As shown in Ref. [52], the zero





2r (u(r)c+ + u(r)c ); (2.25)
where c are annihilation operators of the of the two Dirac cones of graphene's band
structure. [82] By virtue of the transformation (2.21) satised by the mode functions,
the analysis of Ref. [54] still applies leading to the transformation rule
 i !  j;  j !   i; (2.26)
when two complex fermions  i and  j are braided.
A complex fermion can always be represented by a pair of Majorana operators.
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where fi;jg = fi;jg = 2ij, fi;jg = 0, 
y
i = i and 
y
i = i. It follows then


















implements the transformation (2.26). Similar to the case of superconductors, the
brading operations in a set of N complex zero modes would be realized by the uni-
tary transformations Uij of the form (2.29), for i;j = 1;:::;N, and would provide a
realization of non-Abelian statistics. There is, however, an important physical dis-
tinction between these two cases, for, in a superconductor the Majorana modes are
protected by particle-hole symmetry of the mean-eld superconductor state, while
in the charge conserving case considered in Ref. [52], perturbations which break the
symmetry between positive and negative energy states are able to lift the energy of
the zero mode and thus cause the degeneracy of the zero mode subspace to be less
robust than in a superconductor.
2.5 Conclusions
In summary, we have identied a mechanism to overcome the fermion-doubling
barrier that can prevent the attachment of an odd number of Majorana fermions to
the core of SC vortices in graphenelike tight-binding models. This mechanism relies
on a Z2 Z2 topological charge that measures the parity in the number of Majorana
fermions attached to an isolated vortex and the use of TRS-breaking order parameters
that compete with each other and with the SC order parameter to knock out one by
one the Majorana fermions. In this surgical way, an odd number of Majorana fermionsChapter 2: Topological qubits in graphenelike systems 33
can be made to bind the vortices in a singlet SC order parameter, whereas this could
only be achieved for the more elusive triplet SC order parameter in Refs. [94, 93], [54],
and [104]. This mechanism applies to graphene with superconductivity induced by
the proximity eect, provided a way can be found to also induce and select from the
remarkably large variety of coexisting and competing order parameters that graphene
supports those with odd Z2Z2 topological charge and thus odd number of Majorana
fermions attached to isolated vortices.Chapter 3
Counting Majorana zero modes in
superconductors
Abstract
A counting formula for computing the number of (Majorana) zero modes bound
to topological point defects is evaluated in a gradient expansion for systems with
charge-conjugation symmetry. This semi-classical counting of zero modes is applied
to some examples that include graphene and a chiral p-wave superconductor in two-
dimensional space. In all cases, we explicitly relate the counting of zero modes to
Chern numbers.
3.1 Introduction
The counting of zero modes, eigenstates annihilated by a single-particle Hamilto-
nian H, has a long history in physics. Charge-conjugation symmetry, the existence of
a norm-preserving linear or anti-linear transformation C that anticommutes with H,
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protects the parity of the number of zero modes. When the parity is odd, at least one
zero mode must be robust to any perturbation that preserves the charge-conjugation





when (1) it obeys charge-conjugation symmetry,
(2) it describes fermionic quasiparticles, and (3) it depends on a position dependent
order parameter '(x). These three assumptions are often met in mean-eld treat-
ments of electrons interacting with each other or with collective excitations such as
phonons or magnons in condensed matter physics.
Zero mode solutions can be found by direct means, in practice solving a dierential
equation. This requires a non-universal denition of the model since both microscopic
and macroscopic data must be supplied, say the boundary conditions to be obeyed
at the origin and at innity in space.
Is there an alternative approach to calculating the parity in the number of zero
modes that is more universal? The celebrated index theorem for elliptic dierential
operators gives a positive answer to this question for those problems in physics for
which this theorem applies (Dirac Hamiltonians for example). [5, 76, 35] The index
theorem achieves this by relating some (not all!) zero modes to a topological number
(a global property of the Hamiltonian that can only take integer values). However,
the index theorem cannot be applied to most Hamiltonians of relevance to condensed
matter physics.
In this chapter, we start from an exact integral representation of the total number
of unoccupied 1 zero modes (up to exponential accuracy) N for fermionic single-
1The assumption underlying this statement, here and throughout this chapter, is that the chemi-
cal potential is chosen to be arbitrarily small and negative ( = 0 ) so that all the zero mode statesChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 36
Figure 3.1: The charge-conjugation-symmetry-breaking parameter  moves in energy
a mid-gap state upward or downward depending on its sign. The continuum parts of
the energy-eigenvalue spectrum are denoted by the shaded boxes. The thin horizontal
line denotes the band center about which the spectrum is symmetric when  = 0.
particle Hamiltonians with charge-conjugation symmetry in terms of a charge Q,
N =  2Q: (3.1)
This counting formula appears implicitly in Ref. [112] and explicitly in Ref. [58],
both in the context of polyacetylene. [139] For polyacetylene, it relates the number of
unoccupied zero modes to the conserved electric charge Qdw induced by domain walls
in the spontaneous bond ordering triggered by the coupling of electrons to phonons.
Remarkably, the electric charge Qdw = 1=2 induced by a single domain wall is
fractional and counts a single zero mode, with the sign ambiguity resolved by whether
the midgap state is lled or empty. [56, 113, 114] Alternatively, this sign ambiguity
are above the chemical potential. In this situation, the charge induced by each of these unoccupied
states is Q =  1=2.Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 37
can be removed by the application of a small charge-conjugation-symmetry-breaking
perturbation that shifts the energy of the zero mode up or down (see Figure 3.1).
Hence, the counting formula (3.1) becomes
N = 2Q mod 2 (3.2)
if no prescription is given as to whether the lled Fermi sea includes or not a zero
mode. The same assignment of quantum numbers also relates a single zero mode and
the conserved electric charge QKekule induced by a vortex with unit vorticity in the
Kekul e dimerization pattern of graphene. [52, 55, 14, 15, 98]
For polyacetylene and graphene, the charge-conjugation symmetry is approxi-
mate, for it originates from a sublattice symmetry that is broken as soon as next-
nearest-neighbor hopping is included in the tight-binding model. To the extend that
the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieer (BCS) mean-eld approximation to superconductivity
is empirically observed to be excellent, single-particle Bogoliubov-de-Gennes (BdG)
Hamiltonians realize a much more robust charge-conjugation symmetry. For BdG
Hamiltonians, zero modes are associated to Majorana fermions. Majorana fermions
do not carry a well-dened electric charge since global electro-magnetic gauge in-
variance is broken in any mean-eld treatment of superconductivity. The counting
formula (3.1) nevertheless applies to any BdG Hamiltonian HBdG with the impor-
tant caveat that the conserved quasiparticle charge QBdG is unrelated to the electric
charge. Rather, the conservation of QBdG encodes, for any local BdG Hamiltonian, a
local continuity equation obeyed by the Bogoliubov quasiparticles that is responsible
for the conservation of the thermal ow in the mean-eld treatment of superconduc-
tivity. [1, 108, 107]Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 38
In this chaper, we represent the counting formula (3.1) in terms of single-particle
Green functions. The advantage of this choice is that it easily lends itself to a pertur-
bative (gradient) expansion of the conserved quasiparticle charge Q that forgoes the
non-universal short-distance data. [85, 124, 125] To leading order, this expansion is
akin to an adiabatic approximation. We thus propose the adiabatic approximation to
the conserved quasiparticle charge Q as an ecient mean to compute the parity in the
number N of unoccupied zero modes of charge-conjugation-symmetric single-particle
Hamiltonians.
We then apply this formula to charge-conjugation-symmetric Dirac insulators with
time-reversal symmetry in arbitrary dimensions and chiral p-wave BdG superconduc-
tor in two-dimensional space that all support a point defect. One of the main results
of this chapter is an integral representation for the number (zero or one) of unoccupied
zero mode induced by a unit vortex in a two-dimensional chiral p-wave BdG super-
conductor. A by-product of this integral representation is that it is closely related to
the second Chern number. We also relate the d-th Chern number to the number of
unoccupied zero modes for Dirac fermions in d-dimensional space that interact with
a d-tuplet of Higgs eld supporting point defects.
The gradient expansion is presented in Sec. 3.2 and applied to point defects in
Sec. 3.3. We conclude in Sec. 3.4.Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 39
3.2 Gradient expansion of the counting formula





such that its dependence on the space coordinate
x 2 R
d (3.3)
is implicit through that of a static vector-valued order parameter
'(x) 2 R
D; (3.4)
while its dependence on the canonical momentum




is explicit. (We have chosen natural units, i.e., ~ = 1.)








 b 	(x): (3.6a)
The creation operators b 	y(x) and the annihilation operators b 	(x) obey here the
fermion algebra
n





= r;r0(x   x
0);
n




0 = 1; ;R;
(3.6b)











C: (3.6c)Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 40
The norm-preserving operation for charge conjugation in the R-dimensional single-






ddx. The quasi-particle charge is measured with respect to a xed
background state.
We begin with an expression for a quasiparticle charge density in the vicinity of
a point x. To do so, we shall assume that the static vector-valued order parameter
can be decomposed additively, i.e.,2
'(x) = '0 + '(x); (3.7)
in such a way that:
 (i) the single-particle Hamiltonian






 (ii) the single-particle eigenvalue spectrum of H0(^ p) is fully gaped with the gap
20 > 0,
 (iii) the changes between '(x) and '(y) when x and y are a distance of
order 1=0 apart are small.
Condition (iii) implies that the gradient of '(x) can be viewed as a smooth and
small perturbation that can be treated perturbatively in the gradient expansion that
will follow shortly.
2This additive decomposition is very similar to the spin-wave approximation. It is only valid
locally and fails to capture the non-trivial topology of a defect such as a vortex. However, we will
remedy this diculty by the introduction of an additional charge-symmetry-breaking component to
the Higgs multiplet for which this additive decomposition becomes meaningful globally.Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 41









y(p)H0(p) b 	(p) (3.9a)






























for any kernel K (such as the Hamiltonian H). Here,
R
p




Condition (ii) implies the existence of the characteristic length scale 1=0.






hxjtrR [G(!)   G0(!)]jxi: (3.10a)
Here, trR denotes the trace over the R-dimensional degrees of freedom and we have








The quasiparticle charge density (x) depends on the contour of integration . The
latter is chosen as in Appendix A.1 so that the integration over the !-complex planeChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 42
picks up only the rst-order poles from the non-vanishing and negative energy eigen-
values of H and of H0 [see Eq. (A.15)].
It is shown in Appendix A.1 [see Eq. (A.16c)] that Eq. (3.6c) and condition (ii)







dx(x)   Q: (3.11)
According to the counting formula (3.11), computing N reduces to computing the
conserved quasiparticle charge Q induced by the smooth variation of '(x) through
space dened in Eq. (3.3). The counting formula (3.11) appears implicitly in Ref. [112]
and explicitly in Ref. [58].
There is an alternative to specifying  in the counting formula (3.11). We can
regulate the rst-order pole of the Green function G(!) at ! = 0 by adding a pertur-
bation that moves all zero modes to strictly positive energies. This perturbation must
be small if all these positive energy increments are to remain much smaller than the
threshold 0 to the continuum. We can then safely replace the contour of integration
 in the counting formula (3.11) by R since the subtraction of G0 from G insures the
convergence of the ! integration for large !.
For example, we imagine that it is possible to augment the vector-valued order
parameter (3.7) by the conjugation-symmetry-breaking real-valued eld  withoutChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 43















































dx(x;) =  Q( ) (3.13)
where the quasiparticle charge density (x;) is obtained from Eq. (3.10) with R













. The smoking gun for the unoccupied
zero modes is now a discontinuity at the conjugation-symmetric point  = 0 of the







dx(x;)    lim
!0
Q() (3.14)
where the sign of  is to be chosen so as to move the N zero modes along the energy
axis to positive energies. Furthermore, we can relax the condition that the symmetry







holds everywhere in Rd. Condition (iii) then means that (x) varies slowly on the
characteristic length scale 1=0.Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 44
Rather than computing (x) exactly, say with the help of numerical tools, we are
after the leading contribution to the gradient expansion of the quasiparticle charge
density (x), which we shall denote as adia(x) where the subscript \adia" refers to
the adiabatic approximation contained in condition (iii).
The order parameter (3.12a) enters linearly in all the single-particle Hamiltonians


















(x) = 0 + (x): (3.17)



















 (p   q): (3.18b)













depends only on the single-particle canonical momentum operator ^ p   i@. We have
also adopted the convention that matrix elements of ^ p are to be symmetrized, i.e.,
(f


















for any dierentiable functions f and g.Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 45
We now expand the quasiparticle charge density up to the rst non-trivial order
in an expansion in powers of V with the help of the geometrical series
















































































Finally, we expand the integrand (3.20c) in powers of the coordinates q1i1, ,
qnin of the momenta q1, , qn, which are then to be integrated over. Condition (iii)Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 46
suggests that we keep only rst-order derivatives in the slowly varying uctuations
(x) of the order parameter (3.7). This approximation yields the leading contri-
bution adia(x) in the gradient expansion of the quasiparticle charge density (3.20a)
and becomes exact in the limit when the ratio between the characteristic length scale
1=0 and the characteristic length scale over which the change in (x) becomes
signicant vanishes.
However, to each order n in this expansion there are terms for which not all (x)
are dierentiated. These terms do not have to be small. Hence, they should be treated















to any given order n in the expansion (3.20). This result is rooted in the fact that the
choice of 0 in the additive decomposition (3.17) is arbitrary from the point of view
of the expansion (3.20). Such arbitrariness should not appear in the nal result, i.e.,
the nal result should only depend on (x) or @ia(x) 
@a
@xi (x) with a = 1; ;d+1
and i = 1; ;d.
Thus, by collecting the appropriate derivatives of the spatially varying order pa-
rameter (x), we arrive at expressions for the induced quasiparticle charge density.
We now analyze this expression according to which term is the rst non-vanishing
contribution to the expansion.Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 47
When the adiabatic approximation for the quasiparticle charge density is the non-



























The subscript 0 refers to the semi-classical Green function (3.22). This case is the
relevant one for the study of point defects in one-dimensional space.
When the rst non-vanishing contribution to the adiabatic expansion occurs at


















































does not. Again, the summation convention is assumed over repeated indices and
the subscript 0 refers to the semi-classical Green function (3.22). We have chosen to
represent Eq. (3.24) so as to make the reality of adia(x) manifest. This case is the
relevant one for the study of point defects in two-dimensional space.






(3.25)Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 48
is non-vanishing for some i = 1; ;d and some a = 1; ;D+1. These terms occur
when dealing with a p-wave superconductor in d = 2 dimensions as we do in Sec. 3.3.2;
however, we nd by explicit calculation that these terms vanish upon integration over
! and p.







for any i = 1; ;d and any a = 1; ;D + 1. For example this is the case with
D = d for Dirac fermions in d-dimensional space interacting with (d + 1) real-valued
Higgs elds, in which case it is the coecient









































as we shall show in Sec. 3.3.3. The subscript 0 refers to the semi-classical Green
function (3.22).
Finally, with the expression for the local quasiparticle charge density adia(x)
within the adiabatic approximation in hand, we can compute the total quasiparti-
cle charge Qadia. Naturally, one goes from the local density to the total charge by
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that enters the kernel I.
3.3 Zero modes induced by point defects
We are going to apply the adiabatic expansion from Sec. 3.2 to the case of point
defects supported by the static order parameter
(x) 
0

































when space is d-dimensional, i.e., when
x 2 R
d: (3.28c)
The component D+1(x)  (x) breaks locally the charge conjugation symmetry.
This component determines if a zero mode bound to a defect at x is occupied or
unoccupied. All remaining components of the order parameter (3.28a) are compat-
ible with the charge-conjugation symmetry of the single-particle Hamiltonian. The
condition (3.28b) suggests that the homotopy group
d(S
d) = Z (3.29)Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 50
of smooth maps from the compactication of Rd into the d-sphere Sd to the d-sphere
Sd in order-parameter space Rd+1 might play an important role.
We begin in one dimensional space (x) with a generic single-particle Hamilto-
nian. We show that the charge Qadia that enters the counting formula (3.11) is
the rst Chern number if we relax the condition that the charge-symmetry-breaking
component  of the order parameter is innitesimally small and if we compactify
space (3.28c) and the order-parameter space (3.28a).
We continue with the chiral p-wave superconductor in two-dimensions when the
superconducting order parameter supports a vortex. We show that the number of
unoccupied zero modes bound to a vortex with unit vorticity computed from the
adiabatic approximation agrees with the direct construction of zero modes once all
microscopic data have been supplied. Moreover, we show that the charge Qadia that
enters the counting formula (3.11) is also related to the second Chern number after
compactication of both space (3.28c) and order-parameter space (3.28a). This is
apriori surprising since the superconducting order parameter couples to the momen-
tum contrary to the simpler case of Dirac fermions.
We also study Dirac single-particle Hamiltonians in d-dimensional space (3.28c)
that are represented by Dirac matrices of dimension R = 2d. We show how the charge
Qadia that enters the counting formula (3.11) is related to the d-th Chern number when
the Dirac spinor couples to a (d + 1)-tuplet of Higgs eld.
We close by discussing how to interpret the adiabatic approximation.Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 51
3.3.1 Generic single-particle H when d = 1
We compactify space and the order-parameter space,
x 2 S





















and denote with G = (i! H) 1 the single-particle Green function in Euclidean space















obeys Eq. (3.12) for D = 1 and supports the spectral





is traceless and its square is proportional to the unit matrix with
the smallest nonvanishing eigenvalue no smaller than m2. We have introduced the
spherical coordinate  of the one-sphere S1  R2 in order-parameter space.




















The subscript 0 refers to the semi-classical Green function (3.22). We use the identity
@!G 1 = i, introduce the family of indices labeled by 1;2;3 = 0;1;2; and the
Euclidean 3-momentum K := (!;p;): With the help of the manipulations madeChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 52




















Equation (3.33) is the rst Chern number. [123] Thus, the charge Qadia obeying
Eq. (3.33) takes integer values. We defer to Sec. 3.3.4 and Appendix A.2.1 for a
more detailed discussion of the connection between the rst Chern number and the
number of unoccupied zero modes.
3.3.2 Chiral p-wave superconductor when d = 2
Denition
One of the main results of this chapter consists in applying the counting for-









2f^ p1   i^ p2;(x)g
1









for the case when the superconducting order parameter supports the vorticity nv = 1
at the origin of two-dimensional Euclidean space, i.e., when
(x) = 0(r)e
inv  (3.35)
where r and  are the polar coordinates of x 2 R2.






px+ipy Cph =  Hpx+ipy; (3.36a)Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 53
where
Cph = 1 K: (3.36b)
The Pauli matrices 1, 2, and 3 encode the particle and hole block structure of the
single-particle BdG Hamiltonian (3.34). Complex conjugation is denoted by K.
For a unit vorticity, Read and Green have shown in Ref. [94] the existence of a
single zero mode bound to the vortex by solving the eigenvalue problem at zero energy.
A zero mode in a single-particle BdG Hamiltonian realizes a Majorana fermion, for
it cannot be distinguished from its particle-hole conjugate. For an arbitrary vorticity
nv 2 Z , it is shown in Refs. [116] and [41] by solving the eigenvalue problem at zero
energy that the number of Majorana fermions is one if nv is odd and zero otherwise.
We do not expect the adiabatic approximation to the counting formula (3.14)
to capture this subtle parity eect since it is only sensitive to the net vorticity nv
trapped in region of space much larger than the characteristic length scale `  1=0
over which j'j changes by the amount of order 0. The adiabatic approximation
fails to distinguish the case of a single vortex with vorticity nv and nv vortices with
unit vorticity that are separated by a distance of order `. This parity eect is a
non-perturbative eect from the point of view of the gradient expansion that we now
present.
Counting zero modes
To count the unoccupied zero modes induced by a vortex in the superconducting
order parameter with the gradient expansion of Sec. 3.2, we need to simultaneously
move in energy the zero mode and properly regulate the singularity at the core of theChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 54
vortex. Achieving both goals is impossible with the 2  2 BdG Hamiltonian for the
chiral p-wave single-particle Hamiltonian. On the other hand, both conditions are met
after doubling the BdG single-particle Hamiltonian so as to introduce an auxiliary























































is real-valued and is made of the static superconducting order parameter (x) 
1(x) + i2(x) and of the static auxiliary charge-conjugation-symmetry-breaking
eld 3(x).
The spectrum of the pair of auxiliary single-particle Hamiltonians (3.37a) given a













Conditions (i) and (ii) from Sec. 3.2 are thus fullled since the Fermi surface p2 = 2m
is fully gaped.
When 3 = 0, the auxiliary single-particle Hamiltonian (3.37) represents two
independent copies of the original chiral p-wave BdG Hamiltonian (3.34). When
3 = 0, the spectrum of Haux
 is identical to the spectrum of HBdG
px+ipy up to a two-foldChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 55
degeneracy arising from the doubling. Furthermore, 3 = 0 implies that, in addition


























where K denotes as before the operation of complex conjugation, that originates from


























Although neither Cph nor Cch are symmetries as soon as 3 6= 0, their product Taux 
CphCch is a symmetry for any 3. The antiunitary operation Taux can be thought of






, including zero modes, have a two-fold Kramers degeneracy.
As we shall see in Sec. 3.3.3, Dirac Hamiltonians can also share unitary and
antiunitary charge-conjugation symmetries. There are dierences with Sec. 3.3.3










































A second dierence with Sec. 3.3.3 is the absence of relativistic invariance. A third
dierence is that Eq. (3.25) is non-vanishing.
We start from the expansion (3.20) of the quasiparticle charge density induced by
the order parameter, the static triplet . We compute rst the contribution from n =
1 for the pair of auxiliary Hamiltonians. It vanishes. The adiabatic approximation
to the quasiparticle charge density for any one of the pair of auxiliary Hamiltonians











When  < 0, Eq. (3.42) gives aux
 (x) = 0. This is consistent with the absence of
a normalizable zero energy solution for negative values of the chemical potential.[94,
116, 41]
When  > 0 and 3 is independent of space (x), the adiabatic approximation to
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is assumed for the superconducting order parameter with r and  denoting the polar
coordinates of x 2 R2. In the limit in which 3 tends to zero, we get for the induced








=  winding number in (1;2):
(3.44)
To compute the number Naux of unoccupied zero modes with the counting for-
mula (3.14) induced by a vortex with vorticity unity, we choose the charge-conjugation-
symmetry-breaking perturbation such that it shifts the zero mode in energy above
the chemical potential. In the limit 3 ! 0, we nd that
N
aux = 2: (3.45)
Equation (3.45) implies that the adiabatic approximation for the number N of unoc-
cupied zero modes of the original BdG Hamiltonian (3.34) induced by a vortex with
unit vorticity is
N = 1: (3.46)
Chern number
Next, we compactify space (3.28c) and the order-parameter space (3.28a),
x 2 S
2; () 2 S
2  R
3 (3.47)
where we have introduced the spherical coordinates  = (1;2) of the two-sphere
S2  R3. Motivated by Eq. (3.24), we separate the adiabatic approximation to the
























































and G = (i!   Haux
 ) 1. The subscript 0 refers to the semi-classical Green func-
tion (3.22). The rst contribution comes about when the order parameter decouples
from the momentum. The second contribution arises when the order parameter and
the momentum couple.
By explicit computation of the trace in Eq. (3.48b), one veries that this trace is
fully antisymmetric in all the indices i2;a2;i1;a1 where the family i and the family a
of indices are distinct with
i1;i2 = 1;2; a1;a2 = 1;2;3: (3.49)
Furthermore, the trace in Eq. (3.48b) gives an integrand with even contributions in
! so that it does not vanish upon integration over !. By explicit computation of the
trace in Eq. (3.48c), one veries that this trace yields an integrand that is odd in !
and thus vanishes upon integration over !,
Q
aux00
adia = 0: (3.50)


















where we have introduced the family of indices labeled by 1; ;5 = 1; ;5; the

















The \surface" element of the sphere S2 is here denoted by d
2. The subscript 0
refers to the semi-classical Green function (3.22). Equation (3.51) is the second Chern
number. [90] It takes integer values only. It should be compared with Eq. (A.44). We
defer to Secs. 3.3.3, 3.3.4, and A.2.2 for a more detailed discussion of the connection
between this second Chern number and the number of unoccupied zero modes.
We have veried that the second Chern number (3.51) vanishes for a s-wave su-
perconducting order parameter that supports an isolated vortex with unit vorticity.
3.3.3 Dirac single-particle HDirac
d for any d
Our purpose here is to apply the counting formula (3.14) to a Dirac single-particle
Hamiltonian dened in the d-dimensional Euclidean space with the coordinates (3.3).
We choose the dimensionality of the Dirac matrices to be
R = 2
d: (3.52a)
The integer R is the smallest dimensionality compatible with an irreducible represen-








= 2;^ 1; (3.52b)
where ; = 1; ;2d + 1. [147] We choose the single-particle Dirac Hamiltonian
such that a R-dimensional spinor is coupled to a (d + 1)-tuplet of real-valued static
Higgs elds
(x) 2 R
















The decomposition (3.7) is generalized to
(x) = 0 + (x) (3.53)
and is assumed to hold together with conditions (iii) from Sec. 3.2, once we have
established the existence of charge-conjugation symmetry. Conditions (i) and (ii)



















for any a = 1; ;d + 1 as soon as a = 0 everywhere in space. Without loss
of generality, we choose the generator of the so-called chiral symmetry (3.55a) to
be  2d+1, i.e., we identify the charge-conjugation symmetry (3.6c) with the unitaryChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 61
operation represented by
Cch :=  2d+1 = ( i)
d  1  2d: (3.55b)
Equation (3.55) follows from 2d+1 being an odd integer. [147] With this choice, the
vector-valued order parameter (3.4) is
'a := a; a = 1; ;d; (3.56)
i.e.,
D = d: (3.57)
We present our main result for Dirac fermions in three steps. The reader is referred
to Appendix A.2 for their detailed derivations when d = 1 and d = 2, and a sketch
of the derivation when d > 2.
First, the adiabatic approximation to the counting formula (3.14) is determined
by the adiabatic charge Qadia. However, Qadia can be computed without assuming
charge-conjugation symmetry. It is only when using the counting formula (3.14)
that Qadia must be restricted to a charge-conjugation-symmetric conguration of the


















if we compactify momentum space and the target manifold, i.e., we have introduced
the Euclidean momentum K := (!;p1; ;pd;1; ;d) with (p1; ;pd) 2 SdChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 62
and the spherical coordinates   (1; ;d) with () 2 Sd  Rd+1. The last
inclusion serves to emphasize that the coordinates on the d-sphere in order-parameter
space can involve a sizable breaking of the conjugation symmetry through d+1() 
(). The short-hand notation
R
K
stands for the integral over R  Sd  Sd dened





the one for the Dirac Hamiltonian. The subscript 0 refers to the semi-classical Green
function (3.22). The second equality in Eq. (3.58a) denes the d-th Chern number in
term of these Dirac Euclidean single-particle Green functions. It takes integer values
and, conversely, to each integer Nhedgehog there corresponds a static Nhedgehog(x) 2 Sd
for which Qadia = Nhedgehog. We call Nhedgehog(x) 2 Sd a hedgehog with the d-th
Chern number Nhedgehog.
Second, if we relax the condition that () 2 Sd and replace it with Eq. (3.28b)
instead, then the local quasiparticle current induced by the adiabatic variations of











It obeys the continuity equation
@j





1 +  + 2
d+1; (3.59c)
the (d+1) indices ;1; ;d run over space (x) and time (x0), and the (d+1) indices
a1; ;ad+1 run over the (d+1) components of the vector-valued Higgs eld (3.52c).
The Minkowski metric is used in space (x) and time (x0). Finally, 
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area of the d-sphere Sd. Equation (3.59a) was obtained by Goldstone an Wilczek in
Ref. [39] when d = 1 and d = 3 and by Jaroszewicz in Ref. [61] when d = 2. The













d = Nhedgehog 2 Z: (3.60)
The \surface" element (\area") of the sphere Sd is here denoted by d
d (
d).
Third, we need to dene a point defect that is compatible with the charge-
conjugation symmetry and consistent with the adiabatic approximation (see Sec. 3.3.4
for a discussion of the latter caveat). A charge-conjugation symmetric point defect is
a half hedgehog, i.e., a static Higgs (d + 1)-tuplet (3.28a) that satises Eq. (3.28b)
and wraps the d-sphere Sd the half integer 1=2 number of times (a domain wall
in d = 1, a vortex with unit vorticity in d = 2, etc). The counting formula (3.14)
predicts that there is one unoccupied zero modes for a half-hedgehog provided we
choose the sign of the innitesimal conjugation-symmetry-breaking  in Eq. (3.28a)
to be opposite to the sign of 1=2.
The d-th Chern number (3.58) is non-vanishing for any single-particle Hamiltonian
topologically equivalent to the Dirac Hamiltonian (3.52).
3.3.4 Physical interpretation of the adiabatic approximation
The relevant length scales in d-dimensional space are: (1) the characteristic linear
size a of a point defect, (2) the characteristic linear size 0 = 1=0 of the support
in space of the zero modes bound to the point defect, (3) the characteristic length `
over which the variation of the order parameter  is of order of the gap 20,
jrj` = 0; (3.61)Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 64
(4) and the linear size R of the region of space in which the conserved quasiparticle
charge Q and the total number N of unoccupied zero modes is to be computed
(measured). The gradient approximation relies on the hierarchy
a < 0  `  R: (3.62)
In the gradient approximation, all microscopic data for length scales smaller than
` are dispensed with. This fact dictates how to properly interpret the results from
the gradient approximation when point defects can be assigned an additive label qdef.
Here, the subscript stands for point defect.
When d = 1, qdef  qdw, with qdw = +1 representing a domain wall and qdef =  1
representing an antidomain wall. Observe that we can exchange the terminology
domain and antidomain wall, for there is no absolute notion of a positive or negative
qdw. When d = 2, qdef  qvor 2 Z encodes the vorticity of the vortex. In either case,
these charges can be thought of as \classical Coulomb charges".




def within a distance of order a of








When d = 1, domain walls are necessarily ordered. Consecutive domain walls nec-
essarily carry the opposite label. Fusion of two domain walls in d = 1 necessarily
results in their annihilation. When d = 2, vortices can fuse to yield larger vorticities.
When d = 1, we have shown in Sec. A.2.1 that the number of unoccupied zero
modes N bound to a single domain wall in a large region of size R is N = 1 in the
adiabatic approximation. This result agrees with solving the dierential equation forChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 65
the zero mode once all microscopic data have been supplied. [56] However, we have
also shown in Sec. 3.3.1 and Sec. A.2.1 that the number of unoccupied zero modes
N in a large region of size R can be made to be an arbitrary integer number in the
adiabatic approximation, in apparent contradiction with the fact that the net number
of domain walls is either 0 or 1 along any nite segment of the line. This is explained
with the help of Figure 3.2 as follows.
Occupying or leaving empty any single-particle level is a physical operation forcing
a fermionic quasiparticle in or out of this single-particle level. This physical process
is, for zero modes, achieved by the local sign of the charge-conjugation-symmetry-
breaking 2. In Figure 3.2 (a), we plot as a function of position x along the line
the dependence of the order parameter 1 and of the charge-conjugation-symmetry-
breaking 2. Given the shape of the domain wall and its asymptotic value '0, we
choose the sign 2(x) = + so that the zero mode bound to the domain wall is shifted
to a positive energy. If the chemical potential is chosen to be at 0, then the zero mode
is unoccupied. The zero mode bound to an antidomain wall remains unoccupied if
we choose the sign 2(x) =   as depicted in Figure 3.2 (b). In Figure 3.2 (c) a
domain wall is followed by an antidomain wall a distance ` apart. The closing of the
gap jj at the center of each domain walls when 1 = 0 is avoided by the charge-
conjugation-symmetry-breaking eld saturating to its asymptotic magnitude . A
phase twist in  by  half way between the two consecutive domain walls insures that
the zero-modes are shifted to positive energies and thus remain unoccupied. Gap
closing at this phase twist is again avoided because 1 has healed to its asymptotic
value. Everywhere along the line, jrj can thus be made as small as needed. TheChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 66
Figure 3.2: The dependence on space (x) of the Higgs doublet in Eq. (A.17) is depicted
in panels (a), (b), and (c) together with the number and position of the zero modes
along the single-particle energy eigenvalue axis ". The magnitude of the asymptotic
value of the order parameter 1 is '0 > 0. The magnitude of the asymptotic value of
the charge-conjugation symmetry 2 is  > 0. The size of the point defect, a domain
wall, is a. The exponential decay of the envelope of the bound state is controlled by
the length scale 0 = 1=j0j. The characteristic length ` is dened in Eq. (3.61).Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 67
energy splitting ", which is of order 0 exp( 2`=0), is exponentially small in `=0.
In the gradient approximation, the order of limit is `=0 ! 1 rst followed by
 ! 0. Evidently, this order of limit does not commute with  ! 0 rst followed by
`=0 ! 1. In the latter order of limits, the unoccupied number of zero modes always
vanishes.
We close the discussion of the results in one-dimensional space from Sec. 3.3.1 by
observing that since the number of unoccupied zero mode is an integer, all higher
contributions to the gradient expansion beyond the adiabatic (leading) order must
vanish identically. We have veried this expectation explicitly for the rst sub-leading
order.
When d = 2, the adiabatic approximation of Sec. 3.3.2 applied to a chiral p-
superconductor predicts that the total number of unoccupied zero modes in a large
region of size R equals in magnitude the net vorticity in this region. On the other
hand, it is known from solving the dierential equation for a single vortex of vorticity
qvort in a p-wave superconductor that the number of zero modes is one if qvort is odd
or zero otherwise. [94, 116, 41] This is not a paradox if the adiabatic approximation in
this chapter is limited to point defects each of which bind at most a single zero mode.
We now argue that this interpretation of the adiabatic approximation is a necessary
one.
The adiabatic approximation is not sensitive to the microscopic data on length
scales smaller than `. However, it is precisely those microscopic data that determines
if more than one zero modes can be bound to a point defect. Consider the case
of the relativistic Dirac Hamiltonian in two-dimensional space from Sec. A.2.2. ItChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 68
respects two charge-conjugation symmetries, the chiral symmetry and the particle-
hole symmetry. Correspondingly, the order parameter ' can either be interpreted as a
bond-order (Kekul e order), [52] in which case the electron charge is a good quantum
number, or as an s-wave superconductor, [57] in which case the electron charge is
not anymore a good quantum number (the thermal quasiparticle charge is). In either
interpretations, an index theorem guarantees that the number of zero modes equals in
magnitude the vorticity of the order parameter. [128] For example, a vorticity of two
implies that there are two zero modes. Of course, they must be orthogonal. Perturb
now the Dirac Hamiltonian with a perturbation, whose characteristic energy scale is
, that breaks the chiral symmetry but preserves the particle-hole symmetry. [98] We
assume that  is not suciently large to close the gap. The delicate balance that
allowed the two zero modes to be orthogonal is destroyed by the perturbation . The
two zero modes split pairwise, one migrating to positive energy, the other migrating
to negative energy. This level repulsion is encoded by the microscopic data in a region
centered about the point defect of linear size 0, a window of length scales inaccessible
to the adiabatic approximation. If we split the single vortex with vorticity two into
two vortices with vorticity one separated by a distance `, we can use the adiabatic
approximation. The energy shift induced by the chiral-symmetry-breaking  is of
order exp( 2`=0). The level splitting induced by the particle-hole-symmetric  is
of order  exp( 2`=0). They vanish in the adiabatic limit `=0 ! 1 rst,  ! 0
second.
The adiabatic approximation saturates the number of unoccupied zero modes N.
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that the adiabatic approximation cannot capture the parity eect by which a charge-
conjugation-symmetric perturbation splits pairwise the degeneracy of zero modes.
Such a parity eect is an essential singularity for the adiabatic expansion presented
in this chapter.
3.4 Conclusion





that possesses a charge-conjugation symme-
try, when the order parameter '(x) supports point defects. This procedure is based
on counting the charge Q induced by a point defect of '(x).
We showed that one can use counting arguments similar to those appearing im-
plicitly in Ref. [112] and explicitly in Ref. [58] to compute the fractional charge Q
induced by a point defect. Once one observes that the number of unoccupied zero
modes N can be related to Q through N =  2Q, one can concentrate the eorts into
computing Q near a point defect of the position-dependent order parameter '(x). We
carry out this procedure within a gradient expansion for smoothly spatially varying
uctuations of the charge-conjugation-symmetric order parameter '(x).
The resulting expression is then applied to generic systems in one-dimensional
space, the chiral p-wave superconductor in two-dimensional space, and to Dirac
fermions in d-dimensional space. In one-dimensional space, we nd that the num-
ber of unoccupied zero modes is related to the rst Chern number. For the p-wave
superconductor in two-dimensional space, it is related to the second Chern number.
For the Dirac Hamiltonians in d-dimensional space, the number of zero modes is de-Chapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 70
termined by the d-th Chern number. Therefore, we can establish in a logical and
constructive way the relation between the number of zero modes induced by a point
defect and topological invariants (the Chern numbers) in a number of cases.
There has been a resurgence of eorts dedicated to counting zero modes induced
by defective order parameters in the condensed matter community. [103, 97] Fukui and
Fujiwara in Ref. [33] have revisited Dirac fermions in up to three spatial dimensions.
They use the chiral anomaly to carry the counting. Our general counting formula
reproduces their and previous results, and extends them to arbitrary d dimensions of
space. An elegant formulation of the Dirac problem in d dimensions in the presence of
an isotropic hedgehog has been carried out by Herbut. [49] (See also Freedman et al. in
Ref. [25].) The number of zero modes should not depend on deformations away from
the isotropic case, and this result is captured by our counting formula, which we can
express as the d-th Chern number. Finally, Teo and Kane in Ref. [115] have studied
defects of arbitrary dimensions r coupled to noninteracting fermionic quasiparticles
with the help of the classication scheme of Schnyder et al for topological band
insulators and superconductors. [106, 67, 99] They conjecture that the topological
invariant for a given symmetry class is related to the number of zero modes attached
to r-dimensional defects, but cannot make any direct connection between these two
integer numbers. Our explicit construction provides this relation, although, only
for specic examples and for point defects. We do not have yet a proof for generic
Hamiltonians that have a momentum-dependent coupling to the order parameter.
In summary, we showed that one can count zero modes using the charge induced by
point defects for any mean-eld Hamiltonian with charge-conjugation symmetry. ThisChapter 3: Counting Majorana zero modes in superconductors 71
counting supports a direct relation between topological invariants and the number of
zero modes bound to defective order parameters.Part II
Flatbands and the Fractional
Quantum Hall Eect
72Chapter 4
Isolated at band and spin-1 conical
bands in two-dimensional lattices
Abstract
Dispersionless bands, such as Landau levels, serve as a good starting point for
obtaining interesting correlated states when interactions are added. With this moti-
vation in mind, we study dispersionless (\at") band structures that arise in tight-
binding Hamiltonians dened on a kagome lattice with staggered uxes. The at
bands and their neighboring dispersing bands have several notable features: (a) Flat
bands can be isolated from other bands by breaking time reversal symmetry, allowing
for an extensive degeneracy when these bands are partially lled; (b) An isolated at
band corresponds to a critical point between regimes where the band is electron-like
or hole-like, with an anomalous Hall conductance that changes sign across the tran-
sition; (c) When the gap between a at band and two neighboring bands closes, the
system is described by a single spin-1 conical-like spectrum, extending to higher angu-
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lar momentum the spin-1/2 Dirac-like spectra in topological insulators and graphene;
and (d) We nd that the Chern number of the isolated at band is zero.
4.1 Introduction
One of the reasons why dispersionless (or \at") bands are interesting is that
they accommodate, when partially lled, an exponentially large number of states.
This macroscopic degeneracy can be lifted when interactions are added, often leading
to rich strongly correlated phenomena. The best known example is the fractional
quantum Hall eect, which arises from the degeneracy within at Landau bands for
particles in a magnetic eld.
In addition to the Landau problem, other models with at bands have been studied
at least since the 1970's, such as amorphous semiconductors [126, 127, 118]. This
system is idealized by a lattice made up of clusters of sites. Both inter- and intra-
cluster hopping are allowed. From a mathematical point of view, it turns out that the
intra-cluster hopping term in the Hamiltonian is a projection operator, leading to the
existence of at bands [111]. 1 In the 1980's, at bands were studied in relation to the
Nielson-Ninomiya theorem [84] by Dagotto, Fradkin and Moreo [20]. They showed
that it is possible to escape the fermion-doubling problem at the price of having an
extra at band in the spectrum. In this way, the low energy degrees of freedom of
the theory can be described as a single Weyl species.
1In models for amorphous semiconductors, the Hamiltonian can be written as H = ^ A+ ^ T where
^ A accounts for the intra-cluster hopping and satises ^ A2 = ^ A, i.e. it is a projection operator, and ^ T
is the operator responsable for the hopping between nearest neighbor clusters and satises ^ T2 = I.
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More recently, Ohgushi, Murakami, and Nagaosa [88] studied ux phases in the
kagome lattice, which is the planar section of ferromagnetic textured pyrochlores. If
the ux is staggered then electrons accumulate a spin Berry phase as they hop. This
system contains isolated at bands, i.e., they are protected by a gap. On the other
hand, Bergman, Wu and Balents have studied at bands without a gap in similar lat-
tices [4] not threaded by uxes. In their models, a at band is degenerate with one or
more other bands at a single point, and the touching is topologically protected. Each
of the works above has identied interesting, but seemingly disconnected, properties
of at bands.
The purpose of this chapter is to understand the dierent types of at band
spectra, the conditions to obtain them, and the properties that follow. This chapter
is organized around ve main ndings. First, at bands can be isolated by breaking
time reversal symmetry (TRS). Second, isolated at bands can be viewed as critical
points. On either side of the phase boundary the at band becomes positively or
negatively curved, which corresponds to transitioning from a particle-like to a hole-
like band. We also nd an anomalous Hall eect on either side of the transition,
whose sign depends on whether the band is electron- or particle-like. Third, when
the gap between a at band and its neighboring bands closes with the at band in
the middle, the system is described by a single spin-1 conical-like spectrum. This
extends to higher angular momentum the spin-1/2 Dirac-like spectra in topological
insulators and in graphene. Forth, we nd that the Chern number of the isolated at
band is zero. So as opposed to Landau levels, we get no quantized Hall conductance
for this particular 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Figure 4.1: Energy dispersions with staggered ux phases + and   on the up and
down triangles of the kagome lattice . The dispersion on the left, Type I , corresponds
to + = 2 and   =   while the dispersion on the right, Type II , corresponds to
+ =   = 3=2.
The model which we will analyze is a simple kagome lattice with a tight-binding
interaction, and two staggered uxes, + and  , on alternating triangles. Depending
on the values of , dispersions can be classied into three Types:
 Type (I): a at band touches two linearly dispersing bands at the same point,
where the linear bands are reminiscent of a \Dirac-like" point, but with spin-1
behavior,
 Type (II): an isolated at band that is separated from bands above and below
by a gap, and
 Type (III): a gapless at band that touches a single massive energy band either
above or below. The energy dispersions corresponding to Types I and II are
plotted in Figure 4.1.Chapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 77
Type III has been discussed recently [144, 142, 4] in hexagonal and kagome lattices
without magnetic ux, and it was found that in this case the zero gap is protected
by topological arguments [4]. Type III has been also shown to exhibit a topologi-
cal insulator phase in the presence of spin-orbit interactions [40]. Type II appears
when electrons accumulate a spin Berry phase as they hop from site to site, which is
equivalent to both up and down triangles with the same magnetic ux [88]. Type I
necessitates the staggered uxes + 6=   that we analyze below.
We will show that the condition for a at band to occur at E = 0 is + +   
 (mod 2). By changing the value of the uxes in such a way that their sum diers
slightly from , the at band acquires a small curvature, which can be positive or
negative depending on the values of . Interestingly, the band curvature implies
that if the Fermi energy is chosen to be zero, then by tuning the uxes it is possible
to change the center of the band from an electron-like pocket to a hole-like pocket.
This leads to an inversion of the sign of the anomalous Hall response [44]. Therefore,
the at band condition + +     (mod 2) represents a quantum critical point
separating two regions with dierent anomalous Hall responses.
Type I is remarkable in that it displays linearly dispersing modes, akin to those
of graphene, but diering in two important ways. First, the conical points do not
appear in pairs as in graphene, but instead there is only one such point within the
rst Brillouin zone (see Figure 4.1). Second, these are not Dirac fermions (this is why
it is possible to evade the doubling problem), but instead the eective Hamiltonian in
momentum space is of the form H = vF ~ k~ L, where ~ L is the spin-1 angular momentum
operator (vF is the Fermi velocity). The spin-1 type spectrum (like the spin-1/2 DiracChapter 4: Isolated 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type spectrum of graphene) can be viewed as a single quantum spin in a magnetic
eld, as in Berry's original work on quantum phases [8], but with the wavevector k
playing the role of the magnetic eld. Type I does not require the breaking of TRS.
However, we show that a gap can be opened while leaving the at band untouched by
breaking TRS, and thus Type (I) is continuously connected to Type II . In Type II the
degenerate states within the at band are protected by the gap at nite temperature,
and would provide a fertile base to construct correlated states.
4.2 Flat zero-mode band in the staggered-ux
kagome lattice
Consider the tight-binding Hamiltonian dened on a kagome lattice, where stag-
gered uxes + and   are applied within alternating triangles (\up" and \down"
triangles, respectively), as shown in Figure 4.2.
For convenience dene the phase factors  = ei=3. Let s1 = (0; 1), s2 =
(
p
3=2;1=2) and s3 = ( 
p
3=2;1=2) be the vectors pointing from the centers of an
up triangle to its three down neighbors, and dene d
ij
k = e ik(si sj), j = 1;2;3. In
momentum space, the Hamiltonian can be written as:
Hk = g
0
B B B B B
@
0 + +  d12
k + +  d13
k
+ +  d21
k 0 + +  d23
k
+ +  d31
k + +  d32
k 0
1
C C C C C
A
; (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: The kagome lattice with uxes + and   on alternating triangles, which
correspond to a ux  (+ + ) inside each hexagon. s1;2;3 are vectors pointing from
the center of a down triangle to its three up neighbors.
where
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k . The condition for a at (k-independent) band is obtained
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Combining Eqs.(4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) gives the following equation for the energy eigen-Chapter 4: Isolated 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values of the at bands
E(E   4g
2) = 0 ; (4.5)
which has 3 possible solutions:
(a) E = 0 atband: this conguration is achieved for + +   =  (mod 2);
(b) E =  2g atband: this congurations is achieved for  = 2n, with n
integer valued numbers;
(c) E = 2g atband: this congurations is achieved for  = (2n + 1), with
n integer valued numbers.
The cases E = 2g (Type III) are similar to those discussed in Refs. [144, 142, 4],
where the at band touches a parabolic electron-like band at its bottom (for E =
 2jgj) or a hole-like band at its top (for E = +2jgj). Here we shall focus instead
in the case where the at band is at E = 0. In Figure 4.1 (I) and (II) we show two
particular choices for , which are representative of what we classify as Types I and
II spectra. Type I contains a cone vertex touching at the point k = 0, which we
illustrate by setting + = 3 and   = 0 (this choice of phase can be interpreted
as tight-binding hoppings  g for up triangles and +g for down triangles). Type II
contains an isolated at band, which we illustrate by setting  = 3=2 (this choice
can be interpreted as tight-binding matrix elements ig for hopping anti-clockwise
or clock-wise around the triangles). Notice that because tr(Hk ) = 0 and one of theChapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 81
eigenvalues is E = 0, the other two eigenenergies must satisfy E+(k)+E (k) = 0, so
the spectrum is symmetric with respect to zero in both Types I and (II).
The general condition for nodal touching, Type I , can be obtained by requiring
that there is another E = 0 eigenvalue, so that at least one other band touches the
at band. When such a solution exists, the derivative of the characteristic polynomial
P 0(E) also has a zero at E = 0 for some value of k. This condition translates to
a1(k) = 0 ) + q(k) =  3 ; (4.6)
which admits three dierent solutions:
(A) Nodal point at   = (0;0): this Type I conguration is obtained if the con-
dition +     = 3 + 6n is satised, where n is an integer, and it is illustrated in
Figure 4.1 (I);
(B) Nodal point at k = K+ = ( 4
3
p
3;0): this Type I conguration is obtained if
the condition +     = 5 + 6n is satised, where n is an integer;
(C) Nodal point at k = K  = (  4
3
p
3;0): this Type I conguration is obtained if
the condition +     =  + 6n is satised, where n is an integer;
Even though Types (I) and (II) are particle-hole symmetric with a at band at
E = 0 and have staggered uxes obeying the constraint ++  =  (mod 2), Type
(II) lacks the nodal conditions (A), (B) and (C) above mentioned.Chapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 82
4.2.1 Nodal touching and the spin-1 cone





y. At the same time we move into Type II by applying a slight ux
oset from the condition for the touching: + = 3( + ) and   =  3. We will
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(4.8c)
satisfy the angular momenta algebra [L0
x;L0
y] = iL0
z (along with the cyclic permuta-
tions of x, y and z), and that they have eigenvalues  1;0;+1, i.e., they form a spin-1
representation of SU(2).Chapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 83





y + m2 `k,
where `k =  1;0;+1 is the eigenvalue of angular momentum along the direction
(kx;ky;m). Therefore we obtain the three bands, with the at band being the one
with zero angular momentum. The other two bands describe the cone when  = 0,
and two parabolic bands separated from the at band by a gap  = g 2
p
3 when
 is non-zero. (A particular instance of the  = 0 spectrum has recently also been
predicted in T3 optical lattices by Bercioux et. al. [3]).
The spin-1 structure has interesting topological properties, namely it can be
viewed as a generalization of the Berry phase for the spin-1/2 spectrum of graphene.
One implication is that, when the gap is open by breaking TRS, the upper and lower
bands have a quantized Hall conductance.
4.2.2 Time reversal and particle-hole symmetries
First, we discuss time reversal symmetry. Consider a tight-binding model of spin-






i(k)Hij(k) j(k) ; (4.9)
where   is an anihilation fermionic operator and k takes values on the rst Brillouin















ij( k) j(k) : (4.10)
For H to be time reversal invariant, one way would be to have H(k) = H( k).
Looking at our Hamiltonian more carefully, though, we see that there is a freedom toChapter 4: Isolated 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redene the hopping matrix elements without changing the uxes + and  . This
freedom can be mathematically described by the following gauge transformation
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: (4.12)
Hamiltonians H(k) and ~ H(k) related by the gauge transformation Eq. (4.11) represent
physically equivalent descriptions of the system. The requirement of time reversal





from which we get the following conditions
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Eq. (4.14) immediately implies that symmetry under time reversal is satised if + =
n+ and   = n , for integers n+ and n  such that n+   n  = 3l (l integer). This
is exactly equivalent to the condition for  such that the spectrum has a gapless at
band at E = 0, i.e., Type I . Therefore, we conclude, for this given model, that in
order to have an isolated at band time reversal symmetry must be broken.
Now consider particle-hole symmetry. The key observation is the following: when
the spectrum of H has three bands, as in the kagome lattice, particle-hole symmetryChapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 85
only exists when there is a at band at E = 0 and the two other bands have opposite
energies. We have already worked out the conditions for the existence of a at E = 0
band in the kagome lattice to be + +   = , which also dictates the conditions for
particle-hole symmetry (if the Hamiltonian is a traceless matrix). Notice that H can
be particle-hole symmetric without being time reversal invariant. (A spin-1 cone is
a situation where both symmetries are present). We will use this important aspect
when we calculate the Chern number of the bands in Sec. 4.2.3
4.2.3 Chern numbers for bands in the staggered ux system
Haldane [43] has shown that it is possible for a system to exhibit the quantum
Hall eect without Landau levels provided the system breaks TRS. Here we compute
explicitly the band Chern numbers in the Type II spectrum of our kagome model.
Recall that when + +   =  and +     = 3 we have a at band with a
Dirac point as shown in Figure 4.1. For this choice of uxes, as discussed previously,
the Hamiltonian is time-reversal invariant and the system presents no Hall response
(Type I). However, when the at band is maintained but a gap is opened, time
reversal invariance is lost and we have the possibility of bands with non-zero Chern
numbers (Type II). We parameterize the gap by a mass term, , such that the uxes
+ = 2+ and   =   .  = 0 corresponds to a Dirac cone at the center of the
Brillouin zone (BZ). For reference we give the complete energy spectrum, although
we will expand around small ~ k below: E = 
p
f(k) and E0 = 0, where f(k) =
6 2
P
i;j cos[k  (sj   si)   2=3], and the summation is over the cyclic permutations
(i;j) = (1;2), (2;3), and (3;2).Chapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 86






















Bn(k) is the eld strength associated with the Berry eld ~ An(k) =  ihnkjrkjnki
and J = (Jx;Jy) is the current operator given by J = rkH. One can see that
P
n Cn = 0 by the antisymmetry of Cn as x and y are interchanged. Because the
Chern numbers of the bands are topological quantities [120, 87], their values can only
change when a band touching occurs. Chosing  to be very small, an arbitrarily
small gap m   is opened (still maintaining the at band) and a near degeneracy
appears for k  0. Around this point, the Hamiltonian is that of a spin-1 system
with Hk  kxLx + kyLy + mLz.
To perform the summation explicitly it is convenient to dene the vector f 
(kx;ky;m)  jfj(sincos;sinsin;cos), which can be viewed as a magnetic eld
in momentum space coupled to the spin operator (c.f., Berry [8]). First, we compute
the eigenvectors of Hk with the respect to the z axis and then we apply a rotation
to bring the spin states to an arbitrary (;) direction. Let fj+i;j0i;j ig be the
eigenstates of Lz with eigenvalues 1;0; 1 respectively. The eigenvectors of Hk in a
general direction (;) are given by
j ni = e
 iLze
 iLyjni ; (4.16)Chapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 87
with n = +; ;0, which in explicit form reads










j 0i = j  e i sin p
2 ; cos; ei sin p
2
i (4.17b)










and Hkj i = 
p
jkj2 + m2j i and Hkj 0i = 0. A straightforward calculation of
the the eld strengths gives us
B(k) = 
m
(m2 + jkj2)3=2 ; B0(k) = 0 : (4.18)
The contribution of these uxes to the Chern numbers are found to be sgn(m)
and 0. We have also conrmed this result numerically over the entire BZ without
linearizing around the   point. As we cross the gap,  (equivalently, m) changes sign
and the Chern numbers of the upper and lower bands change sign as well, while the
Chern number of the at band remains zero. Because the topological nature of the
Chern numbers, their values will remain unaltered until a new band touching occurs,
which will happen for  = , when the Dirac point moves to one of the corners of
the BZ.
4.2.4 Transitioning between electron and hole bands
We now consider deviations from the at band condition for the case when the
middle band is isolated, as in Type II . For concreteness, consider the case + =   =
3(=2   ). For small , the energy of the middle band will be close to E = 0, so
we can obtain the dispersion for the middle band by dropping the cubic term in theChapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 88
Figure 4.3: Left (right): middle band showing electron (hole)-like dispersion corre-

















corresponding to a band mass m =  3=2g for the middle band, so it has a hole-
like dispersion for  > 0 and an electron-like dispersion for  < 0, as depicted in
Figure 4.3. This trivial mathematical result is physically remarkable in that one can,
in principle, change the character of a band from electron-like to hole-like by varying
one parameter in the Hamiltonian.
Notice that there is also a band shift 4g, which adds to the chemical potential.
There is an interesting result when the chemical potential is xed to  = 0: the
Fermi surface is pinned and independent of . It is best to see this eect prior to anyChapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 89
perturbation in  or expansion in jkj. The Fermi surface is in this case the locus of
k points for which P(E = 0) = 0, those that satisfy a0(k) = 0. For the electron-like
case, the Fermi sea is in the region bounded by the a0(k) = 0 surface that contains
the  -point, whereas for the hole-like case the Fermi sea is the complementary region
in the Brillouin zone. The anomalous Hall eect is given by the integral of the Berry
curvature over the Fermi sea. As showed in sec. 4.2.3, the Chern number, the Berry
curvature integrated over the complete Brillouin zone, for the middle at band is
zero. This means that the sum of the anomalous Hall eect for the electron- and
hole-like Fermi seas is zero. Thus, as one tunes across holding  = 0, the anomalous
Hall eect will change sign. Of course, by tuning  one can vary the anomalous Hall
eect continuously.
4.3 Summary
Dispersionless bands can be the starting point for constructing strongly correlated
electronic states. The lack of electron kinetic energy leads to a macroscopic degener-
acy when dispersionless bands are partially lled, and interactions become responsible
for lifting the degeneracy and selecting the many-body ground state. This situation
is the case for Landau levels, which are at bands created by an external magnetic
eld.
In this chapter, we have analyzed dierent types of spectra that contain at bands
in tight-binding systems in the presence of staggered uxes. We have seen that it is
possible to separate a at band from the other bands by a gap when time reversal
symmetry is broken. In these situations, the at band can be viewed as a criticalChapter 4: Isolated at band and spin-1 conical bands in two-dimensional lattices 90
point (with zero curvature) that separates electron-like from hole-like bands, and we
can switch between these two curvatures by changing parameters in the Hamiltonian.
When the gap is closed and the at band lies between two other bands, one obtains
a spin-1 conical spectrum, extending to higher angular momentum the spin-1/2 Dirac-
like spectra in topological insulators and in graphene.
Although we made progress in understanding several aspects of at bands, two
points remain open questions and deserve further investigation. First, we do not have
a generic proof that time reversal symmetry must be broken to isolate a at band
with nite range hopping. Nonetheless, it is natural to speculate that this is true in
general, as it holds in all examples that we have found, in addition to the well-known
case of Landau levels. And second, in the example discussed here as well as in a class
of tight binding models dened on a line graph [65], the at bands have zero Chern
number. Whether this is an intrinsic property of exact at bands with a nite number
of hoppings remains unclear to us. If it is possible, however, to nd other examples of
at bands with non-zero Chern number in the absence of an external magnetic eld,
this could be an interesting scenario for realizing strongly correlated electronic states
with topological order. This question will be addressed in Chapter 5.Chapter 5
Fractional quantum Hall states without an
external magnetic eld
Abstract
We investigate topological atbands with non-zero Chern number, where electron-
electron interactions are shown to stabilize a fractional quantum Hall state at 1=3
lling of the band. Various properties of these topological bands are discussed and
comparisons are drawn with Landau levels.
5.1 Introduction
Haldane [43] has pointed out that Landau levels are not a necessary ingredient
for the integer quantum Hall eect. By considering spinless electrons hopping on
a honeycomb lattice with a real valued nearest neighbor hopping amplitudes t1 (as
in graphene), Haldane has shown that a second nearest complex hopping t2 has the
eect of splitting the degeneracy of the Dirac points, thus opening a gap between the
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valence and the conduction bands. This complex mass parameter has the non-trivial
property that it gives the bands a Chern number of magnitude 1. In this way, this
system at half-lling becomes a bulk insulator with a single chiral propagating edge
mode and exhibits the integer quantum Hall eect.
Given the equivalence between a lled band with a non-zero Chern number (hence-
forth referred to as a Chern band) and a lled Landau level, as far the integer quantum
Hall eect is concerned, it is legitimate to ask - motivated by the fractional quantum
Hall eect in a partially lled Landau level - about the eect of strong electronic
interactions in a partially lled Chern band.
In Sec. 5.3 we present exact diagonalization results in a small system which show
that electron-electron interactions in a dispersionless Chern band give rise to a frac-
tional quantum Hall state at 1=3 lling. This result revealed by numerical diagonal-
ization is rather non-trivial, when one compares the properties of a Chern band with
those of Landau levels.
First, we recall that the single-particle wave functions of the lowest Landau level
possess special analytic properties, which are not shared by the wave functions belong-
ing to a given Chern band. This analytic properties were explored by Laughlin [70]
to propose trial wave functions of the fractional quantum Hall eect at lling frac-
tions 1=(2m + 1), m 2 Z. Second, in a Chern insulator as in Ref. [43] the total ux
accumulated in the unit cell by the complex hopping t2 is zero. By varying the phase
of t2, one can change the band gap, but the number of bands is always xed (= 2).
This should be contrasted with the Hofstadter model [51], where small changes in
the non-zero magnetic ux per unit cell have a drastic e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pending on whether the ux per unit cell, in units of the fundamental ux quantum
0 = hc=e, takes rational or irrational values. Third, in semiconductor structure
where the FQHE is observed, the magnetic length `B is typically much larger than
the underlying lattice spacing, implying that lattice eects can be neglected to a good
approximation. Contrasting to that, in a Chern band the role of the magnetic length
is played by the lattice spacing itself, such that no continuum formulation seems to
apply. In Sec. 5.4 we make this statement more precise by showing that the minimum
width of the Wannier orbitals in a Chern band is of the order
p
jCjAc, where C is
the Chern number of the band and Ac is the area of the lattice unit cell.
In this sec. 5.3 we present numerical results of exact diagonalization in a small
system which support the fractional quantum Hall eect at 1=3 lling of the Chern
band. This result is quite non-trivial in view of the dierences discussed above be-
tween a Chern band and a Landau level. Nevertheless, we learn that the combination
of interactions and the topology of the band represented by the Chern number makes
a FQH state favorable over, say, a charge density wave state.
We close this chapter contrasting, in Sec 5.5, the spectrum of neutral mode ex-
citations within the single mode approximation in a dispersionless Chern band with
the early result in the LLL [37].Chapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic 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5.2 Non-interacting band models with non-zero
Chern number






kHk k; Hk = B0;k0 + Bk  : (5.1a)












k;s creates a Bloch
states on sublattice s = A;B, and the 22 matrices 0 and  are the identity matrix







; cosk = b B3;k; (5.1b)



























Two examples of Hamiltonians of the form (5.1a) are the following.
























2 connecting NNN from the honeycomb lattice depicted in
Figure 5.1 (a). We denote with k a wave vector from the BZ of the reciprocal lattice
dual to the triangular lattice spanned by b1 and b2, say. The model is then denedChapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic eld 95
by the Bloch Hamiltonian [43]
B0;k = 2t2 cos
3 X
i=1





B B B B
B
@
t1 cosk  ai
t1 sink  ai
 2t2 sinsink  bi
1




where t1  0 and t2  0 are NN and NNN hopping amplitudes, respectively, and the
real numbers  are the magnetic uxes penetrating the two halves of the hexagonal
unit cell. For t1  t2, the gap   mink"+;k   maxk" ;k is proportional to t2. The
width of the lower band is    maxk" ;k   mink" ;k. The atness ratio  = is
extremal for the choice cos = t1=(4t2) = 3
p
3=43, yielding an almost at lower
band with  = = 1=7 [see Figure 5.1 (c)].
















connecting NNN from the square lattice as depicted in




a wave vector from the BZ of the
reciprocal lattice dual to the square lattice spanned by x and y. The model is then
dened by the Bloch Hamiltonian [135]
B0;k = 0; (5.3a)


















where t1  0 and t2  0 are NN and NNN hopping amplitudes, respectively. The
atness ratio  = is extremal for the choice t1=t2 =
p

















b) d) , 
Figure 5.1: (a) Unit cell of Haldane's model on the honeycomb lattice: the NN
hopping amplitudes t1 are real (solid lines) and the NNN hopping amplitudes are
t2ei2=0 in the direction of the arrow (dotted lines). The ux 3 and   penetrate
the dark shaded region and each of the light shaded regions, respectively. For  = =3,
the model is gauge equivalent to having one ux quantum per unit cell. (b) The
chiral--ux on the square lattice, where the unit cell corresponds to the shaded
area. The NN hopping amplitudes are t1ei=4 in the direction of the arrow (solid
lines) and the NNN hopping amplitudes are t2 and  t2 along the dashed and dotted
lines, respectively. (c) The band structure of Haldane's model for cos = t1=(4t2) =
3
p
3=43 with the atness ratio 1/7. (d) The band structure of the chiral--ux for
t1=t2 =
p
2 with the atness ratio 1/5. The lower bands can be made exactly at by
adding longer range hoppings.
bands with  =  1=5 [see Figure 5.1 (d)].


















They have opposite signs if nonzero. All the information about the topology of
the Bloch bands of a gaped system is encoded in the single-particle wave functions.
For example, the Chern numbers depend solely on the eigenfunctions. Haldane's
model (5.2) and the chiral--ux (5.3) are topologically equivalent in the sense thatChapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic eld 97
both have two bands with Chern numbers 1.
It is yet possible to add a sublattice-staggered chemical potential s that competes
with the time-reversal symmetry breaking mass t2. For the chiral -ux phase model
this is achieved via the substitution B3;k ! B3;k +4s in Eq. 5.3. Then, dening the
dimensionless ration g  s=t2, the two noninteracting bands have a Chern number
1 for g < 1 and a vanishing Chern number for g > 1 with a topological phase
transition at the gap closing point g = 1.
In order to allow for the possibility of a strongly correlated state, the kinetic
eects have to be minimized relative to the inter-particle interactions. In this respect,
Landau levels (if one disregards the eects of disorder) form one of the best platforms
for the onset of strongly correlated states. On the lattice, the analog of a completely







The lowest energy band of this attened Hamiltonian is degenerate with eigenvalue
 1. The attening procedure does not change the eigenspinors (5.1c) and, thus, does
not change the Chern numbers. Typically Hamiltonian (5.1a) is associated with a
problem with a nite number of hopping elements, while Hamiltonian (5.5) contains
longer range hopping elements, however locally is still preserved by the fact that the
longer ranged hoppings decay exponentially due to the non-zero single particle gap.Chapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic eld 98
5.3 Fractional quantum Hall eect at 1/3 lling
of the lowest Chern band: A numerical study
An exact diagonalization study 1 is performed to show the existence of a gapped
topological ground state for the chiral -ux phase (5.3) in the presence of interac-





ij; V > 0: (5.6)
Directed NN bonds of the square lattice  = A[B made of the open and lled circles
of Figure 5.1 (b) are here denoted by hiji, while i is the occupation number on the
site i 2 .
In order to maximally enhance the eect of interactions, we atten the lowest
energy band of the chiral -ux phase (5.3) as in (5.5) and perform the numerical
diagonalization of the interaction Hamiltonian (5.6) projected into the lowest band.
We work in a lattice of 36 unit cells as depicted in Figure 5.1 (b) having Np = 6
particles, corresponding to a lling  = 1=3 of the total number of states that make
up the lowest band.
Two distinctive properties of such a ground state j	i at lling fraction  (where
 1 is an odd integer) and with periodic boundary conditions (toroidal geometry)
are (i) the  1-fold topological degeneracy of the ground state manifold and (ii) the
quantization of the Hall conductance xy in units of e2=h. The Hall conductance
1The numerical diagonalization presented in this section was performed by Titus Neupert and
appeared in \Fractional quantum Hall states at zero magnetic eld," Titus Neupert, Luiz Santos,
Claudio Chamon and Christopher Mudry, Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 236804 (2011).Chapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic 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Figure 5.2: The lowest eigenvalues of Hat
0 +Hint for the chiral -ux phase obtained
from exact diagonalization for 6 particles on a 3  6 sublattice A (1=3 lling), nor-
malized by the bandwidth Eb subject to twisted boundary conditions as a function
of the twisting angle x for s = 0, t2 = t1=
p
2 (g  s=t2 = 0). The level crossings
indicate the topological nontrivial nature of the three lowest states.
is related to the Chern-number C of the many-body ground state j	i as xy =
Ce2=h [87]. Conventionally, the Chern-number is evaluated using twisted boundary
conditions
hr + Nxxj	i = e
ixhrj	i and hr + Nyyj	i = e
iyhrj	i; (5.7)
where t = (x;y) is the twisting angle and Nc  Nx Ny the number of unit cells.















The main features of the numerical results displayed in Figure 5.2, which support
the  = 1=3 FQHE are:
 3 low lying states at the same momentum total momentum Q  k1 +  +Chapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic eld 100
kNp. Because the Hamiltonian of the system is translation invariant, the many-
body states can be classied according to dierent momentum sectors, since the
Hamiltonian does not mix states with dierent momenta. For the 3 low lying
states, however, the fact that they are in the same momentum sector causes
their degeneracy to be split.
 Upon ux insertion, i.e., upon applying twisted boundary conditions, each one
of the 3 topological ground states undergoes two level crossings with the other
topological states, as expected for a manifold of 3 ground states with total
Chern number C = 1 [119].
 Numerical evaluation yields C = 0:29, where we attribute the deviations from
C = 1=3 to the limitations of the small system size.2
The fact that the three ground states have the same lattice momentum Q rules
out the possibility of a charge density wave, which is a natural competitor of the
FQHE. To see that, with 3 degenerate ground states j	
Qi,  = 1;2;3, at the same







A charge density wave is then described by the spatial dependence of the order pa-
rameter
















2For a non-degenerate ground state, the the many-body Chern number (5.8) takes only integer
values. The value C = 0:29 is obtained by \following" one of the three lowest states as x is varied
from 0 to 2. In this way, the Chern number of the ground state manifold is Ctotal = 3  1
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where b r is the density operator at position r and b q, its Fourier transform at mo-
mentum q. Momentum conservation implies that the matrix element h	0
Qjb qj	
Qi is
non-zero only if q = 0, which then yields a spatially uniform order parameter hb ri;
from which we conclude that j	Qi can not describe a charge density wave state. This,
together with the three features listed gives supporting evidence for a 1=3 fractional
quantum Hall state on a Chern band with Chern number 1.
5.4 Width of the Wannier states in a Chern band
We now prove a relationship between the Chern number and the spread of the
Wannier wavefunctions. We work exclusively with the single-particle eigenstates (5.1c)
of the band Hamiltonian (5.1a).





jr;ih;rj = 1 1 (5.11a)
on the bipartite lattice  = A[B. The normalized Bloch states j'k;i are dened in






The normalization and phase factors are chosen so that the orthonormality condition
h'k;j'k;0i = ;0 (5.11c)
with ;0 =  holds for any given wavenumber k 2 BZ. The overlap (5.11b) is
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lattice of sublattice A owing to the periodicity
uk;; = uk+K;;: (5.11d)










The orthonormality (5.11c) of the Bloch states thus carries over to the orthonormality
h z;j z;0i = ;0 (5.12b)
of the Wannier states. For any  and , the representation of the Wannier state on
the bipartite lattice  = A [ B is the overlap







We want to estimate the prole in space of the Wannier states (5.12a).
For that purpose, we consider the spread functional
R
(2)
 = h z=0; jr
2j z=0; i   jh z=0; jrj z=0; ij
2: (5.13)
Here, we are assuming, for simplicity, that there is only one band  that is occupied.
If more bands are occupied, we have to carry out a summation over all the occupied
bands. Observe that by translational invariance R
(2)
 is left unchanged under the
global translation r;z ! r + R;z + R for any lattice vector R. Hence, the choice
z = 0 in Eq. (5.13) can be done without loss of generality.Chapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic eld 103










Ij = h z=0; jr
2j z=0; i  
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Ij and ~ R
(2)
 are non-negative quantities that can be expressed in terms of





































































Qk;  1 1   juk; ihuk;j; (5.15b)
is the single-particle projector operator on all the Bloch states orthogonal to juk; i,
the 2  2 matrix [gk;] has the components
gk;ji;j = Re
h
h@ki uk; jQk;j@kjuk; i
i
; (5.15c)
labeled by the Euclidean indices i;j 2 fx;yg of two-dimensional space, and tr denotes











Ak;jj    Ajj
2 ; (5.16a)Chapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic 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where








denote the Berry connection and the average of the Berry connection, respectively.
Under the gauge transformation
juk; i ! e
i'k juk; i; (5.17)
R
(2)
Ij remains invariant while ~ R
(2)
 does not.
We will now establish a lower bound on the gauge invariant quantity R
(2)
Ij. To this
end, we notice that, since Qk; is a projection operator with eigenvalues 0;1, then,
for any single-particle state j	k;i, it follows that
h	k;jQk;j	k; i  0: (5.18)
In particular, if we choose
j	;k; i = j@kxuk; i  ij@kyuk; i; (5.19)







h@kxuk; j@kyuk; i   h@kyuk; j@kxuk; i

: (5.20)
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a)
b)
Figure 5.3: Bloch sphere and Wannier orbitals of the chiral -ux phase (5.3). (a)
Left: for a non-zero Chern number, unit vector ^ B(k) covers the Bloch sphere as k
varies over the BZ. Right: The Wannier orbitals are delocalized over many lattice
sites, as a consequence of the non-zero Chern number. (b) Left: for a zero Chern
number, the unit vector ^ B(k) only partially covers the Bloch sphere as k varies over
the BZ. Right: The Wannier orbitals are more localized than in (a). In the special
case t2 = 0 and s > 0(< 0), the unit vector ^ B(k) = (0;0;1) points either to the
north or south poles of the bloch sphere and the Wannier are completely localized on
a given sublattice.
where Ac is the area of the unit cell of sublattice A and C are the band-resolved
Chern numbers. Since R
(2)







as a lower bound, proportional to the band Chern number, on the gauge invariant
part of spread of the Wannier states (5.12a). The minimum spread encoded by (5.22)
is interpreted as the fact that Chern number does not allow the particles to the local-
ized in a given sublattice, which should be contrasted with the eect of a staggered
chemical potential (a non-topological mass) that tends favor sublattice localization
(see Figure 5.3). The quantity
p
AcjCj has dimensions of length and plays the same
role as the magnetic length `B of the cyclotron orbit of a charge particle in a uniform
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5.5 Projected density operator and single-mode
approximation in a Chern band
For charged particles in the continuum, the external magnetic eld organizes
the single-particle spectrum into degenerate Landau levels, whereby two consecu-
tive Landau levels are separated by the energy gap ~!c. The cyclotron frequency
!c = ~=(me`2
B) is proportional to the magnitude B of the uniform magnetic eld.
We consider the limit of very strong magnetic elds relative to the characteristic
energy scale V of the electron-electron interactions, i.e., ~!c  V . Moreover, we con-
sider a lling fraction   =0 < 1 ( the magnetic ux and 0 the ux quantum)
such that the exact many-body ground state j	0i does not break spontaneously any
symmetry. The translation invariant interacting Hamiltonian b H describing a nonva-
nishing density of spinless fermions moving in a plane perpendicular to an external
magnetic eld of uniform magnitude B and interacting pairwise with a (screened)
Coulomb interaction is then well approximated, as far as low energy properties go,
by its projection b HLLL onto the vector space spanned by the lowest Landau level.









q = v q (5.23b)
is the Fourier transform of the screened Coulomb interaction, while
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is the Fourier component of the fermion density operator after projection into the
LLL measured relative to its expectation value in the exact many-body ground state
j	0i.
Inspired by the early work of Feynman and Bijl in their study of excitations in
4He [23], Girvin, MacDonald and Platzman in Ref. [37] consider the variational state
jki  b k j	0i; (5.24)
whose energy expectation value k, measured relative to the exact ground state en-
ergy E0, sets a variational upper bound on the spectrum of charge neutral excitations
above the ground state j	0i.
Assuming the inversion symmetry
+k =  k; (5.25a)






























One recognizes on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.25d) the static structure factor. The
insight of Ref. [37] was to realize that the density operators projected onto the LLL
close the exact algebra











b q+k (5.26)Chapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic 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(`B is the magnetic length). In turn, the algebra (5.26) implies that
fk  jkj
4 (5.27)
in the small jkj limit. Hence, in the FQHE, a necessary (but not sucient) condition
for the existence of a nite gap in the thermodynamic limit is to have
sk  jkj
4 (5.28)
also hold in the small jkj limit. In fact, Eq. (5.28) was shown in Ref. [37] to be
satised when j	0i is chosen to be any Laughlin state with lling fraction  = 1=m,
where m is an odd integer.
In the spirit of Ref. [37], our starting point is a single-particle Hamiltonian dened
on a 2-dimensional lattice. We also assume that there exists at least one band that
is independent of the lattice momentum, i.e., a at band, and, furthermore, that
is separated from the other bands by a single-particle gap . We then imagine
switching on adiabatically a pairwise interaction that preserves the Bravais lattice
point-group symmetry, say a (screened) Coulomb interaction. We shall denote with
V the corresponding characteristic interaction energy scale. In the regime for which
  V , Hamiltonian (5.23) can be reinterpreted as the interacting Hamiltonian
projected onto this at band, provided we identify vq as the Fourier transform with the
lattice momentum q of the pairwise fermion interaction, b q as the Fourier transform
with lattice momentum q of the projected operator describing density uctuation
measured relative to the fermion density with lattice momentum q of the exact many-
body ground state j	0i, whereby we assume that j	0i does not break spontaneously
any point-group symmetry of the lattice.Chapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic eld 109






p  up+k b 
y





p b p+k; (5.29)
where uk denotes the eingespinors of the atband, while b k and b 
y
k are the annihi-
lation and creation operators, respectively, of single-particle fermionic eigenstates on
the isolated at band with lattice momentum k. Hence, they satisfy the canonical
fermionic anticommutation relations
n

















for any pair k and k0 of lattice momentum. In carrying out the program laid out
in Eq. (5.25) for a general lattice Hamiltonian with a at band, one notices two
immediate obstacles.
The rst one arises from the fact that the commutator of two (projected) density
operators does not satisfy the algebra (5.26) valid for the LLL. However, it was noticed
in Ref. [89] that, in the limit of small lattice momenta k and k0, the commutation
relation between two projected density operators reads





i (k ^ k
0)  B(p) + 
i
b 
y(p) b (p + k + k
0) (5.31a)
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is the (imaginary-valued) Berry connection of the at band, while  in Eq. (5.31a)
accounts for higher order terms in powers of k and k0. Consequently, Ref. [89] pro-
posed a relationship between 2D Chern bands and Landau levels on the account
that, because in a 2D Chern band insulator the integral of the Berry curvature on
the Brillouin zone equals the (nonzero) Chern number, replacing B(p) in Eq. (5.31)
by its average, implies the GMP algebra (5.26) in the long-wavelength limit. How-
ever, we would like to stress that for 2D Chern band insulators, the Berry curvature
is generically nonuniform; a fact that should be reected in the exact many-body
wavefunction.
The second obstacle to applying the SMA to an interacting lattice model is the
fact that no good candidate wavefunction is presently known with which one can
compute the static structure factor sk and compare its small k dependence with that
of fk, as was done by GMP in Ref. [37]. Nevertheless, information about the behavior
of fk for small k and the requirement of a nite gap in the thermodynamic limit, i.e.,
k ! 0 6= 0 for k ! 0, puts a constraint on the static structure factor for small k
and, correspondingly, on the correlations of the exact many-body wavefunction.
In Appendix B.1 we discuss in detail the evaluation of the function fk dened in
Eq. (5.25c) to lowest order in k. Our main result is that, due to the nonclosure of











(k ^ q)  B(p)
ih
(k ^ q)  B(p
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b ( q) b 





y(p + q) b (p)b (q)
Ei
(5.32a)
where the summation convention is implied over the repeated index  = 1;2. In
Eq. (5.32a),
^ n(p) = b 
y(p) b (p) (5.32b)
is the number operator on the projected Chern band, while
B(p) = B(p)   B (5.32c)
denotes the deviations of the Berry curvature B(p) away from the uniform background











The result (5.32a) should be contrasted with the calculation in Ref. [37], for which
the order k2 term in f(k) vanishes identically as a consequence of the algebra (5.26).
The formula (5.32a) thus establishes a direct relationship, within the SMA, between
the deviations of the Berry eld strength away from a uniform conguration and the
order k2 contribution to f(k)
f(k)  jkj
2 : (5.34)
The result (5.32a) also indicates that a prerequisite for the existence of a nonvanishing
but nite many-body gap to excitations above the many-body ground state is thatChapter 5: Fractional quantum Hall states without an external magnetic eld 112
the static structure factor s(k) has also to vanish as k2 to allow for the possibility
of a nonzero ratio (k)  f(k)=s(k) and therefore a nonvanishing SMA gap in
Eq. (5.25b).
5.6 Conclusions
We have studied the eect of interactions in atbands with non-zero Chern num-
ber, focusing on the simplest example of a two-band model with Chern number 1.
Exact diagonalization results on a small system provide supporting evidence of a
fractional quantum Hall state at 1/3 lling of the Chern band. At the single particle
level, the Chern number is responsible for a delocalization of the Wannier orbitas
and the lattice spacing plays the role the \magnetic length". Finally, the analysis
within the single-mode approximation of the spectrum on charge neutral excitations
above the incompressible ground state in a partially lled Chern band shows that
the uctuations of the Berry eld change the leading behavior of the static structure
factor - compared to the uniform magnetic eld scenario -, which in turn should be
reected in the correlations of the many-body ground state. It remains an interesting
open question to try to nd out good wave functions describing the FQHE in partially
lled Chern bands.Part III
Topological Field Theories of 2D
Fractional Topological Insulators
113Chapter 6
Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of
incompressible uids
Abstract
We provide an eective description of fractional topological insulators that include
the fractional quantum spin Hall eect by considering the time-reversal symmetric
pendant to the topological quantum eld theories that encode the Abelian fractional
quantum Hall liquids. We explain the hierarchical construction of such a theory and
establish for it a bulk-edge correspondence by deriving the equivalent edge theory for
chiral bosonic elds.
6.1 Introduction
Laughlin initiated the theoretical exploration of the fractional quantum Hall eect
(FQHE) by proposing wave functions for the ground states of interacting electrons
in the lowest Landau level at lling fractions  = 1=(2m + 1); m 2 Z. [70] The
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experimental observation of a plethora of fractional Hall plateaus at other lling
fractions lead to the construction of a hierarchy of wave functions out of Laughlin's
wave function, [46, 42, 47, 71, 36, 74, 73] and the development of the composite fermion
picture. [59, 60] These approaches were later reconciled, and unied by the eective
description of the FQHE in terms of multi-component Chern-Simons theories in (2+
1)-dimensional space and time. [92, 136, 11, 12, 29, 137, 138, 28] These topological
eective theories for the hierarchy of the FQHE deliver a correspondence between the
physics in the two-dimensional bulk and the physics along the edges. [69, 45, 129,
132, 131, 27]
It is possible to double the Chern-Simons eective theory representing the univer-
sal properties of the FQHE at some lling fraction  = 1=(2m + 1); m 2 Z so as to
obtain a time-reversal symmetric theory. This approach has been used to interpret a
fully gaped superconductor as an example of a topological phase, [135, 130, 21] and
{ more generally { to explore the universal properties of interacting theories with an
emergent local Z2 gauge symmetry (see Refs. [95, 133, 81, 107, 78]) that signals the
phenomenon of spin and charge separation. [26, 48, 101, 100, 145]
A more urgent impetus for the construction of eective time-reversal symmetric
topological eld theories in (2+1)-dimensional space and time arose with the theoreti-
cal prediction of time-reversal symmetric topological band insulators, shortly followed
by their experimental discovery. [62, 63, 7, 6, 68] These band insulators realize the
counterparts to the integer quantum Hall eect and their discovery suggests that
a time-reversal symmetric counterpart to the FQHE might emerge from interacting
itinerant electrons in a crystalline environment.Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible uids 116
From the outset, this endeavor follows a dierent line of logic than the FQHE,
as it is not based on pre-existing experimental evidence. Past experience with the
FQHE has thus guided recent attempts to either construct time-reversal symmetric
edge theories or to construct time-reversal symmetric bulk wave functions supporting
local excitations carrying fractional quantum numbers. [7, 72, 19, 18, 91, 83, 38]
While numerical support for a time-reversal symmetric topological phase of matter
was given by Neupert et al. in their study of a lattice model for interacting itinerant
electrons, [83] a description in terms of an eective theory is desirable to reveal the
universal properties of such a phase. In Ref. [83], the universal properties such as
the topological degeneracies of the ground state manifold were explored with the
help of a family of edge theories. In this chapter, we are going to construct the
corresponding bulk topological theory by generalizing the hierarchy of Abelian FQHEs
to the hierarchy of Abelian fractional quantum spin Hall eects (FQSHEs) in Sec. 6.2.
We will show in Sec. 6.3 the correspondence between the bulk theory and the edge
theory whose stability to the breaking of translation invariance and residual spin-1/2
U(1) symmetry was studied in Ref. [83].
6.2 Time-reversal symmetric Chern-Simons quan-
tum eld theory
Let us start by summarizing some of the results that we will derive in this section.
We shall construct a class of incompressible liquids, each of which is the ground state
of a time-reversal symmetric (2+1)-dimensional Chern-Simons quantum eld theoryChapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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that depends on 2N avors of gauge elds ai;(t;x), where i = 1;:::;2N labels the










Kij ai; @ aj; +
e
2
Qi A @ ai; +
s
2




Here, Kij are elements of the symmetric and invertible 2N  2N integer matrix K.
The integer-valued component Qi of the 2N-dimensional vector Q represents the i-th
electric charge in units of the electronic charge e, which couples to the electromagnetic
gauge potential A(t;x). Similarly, Si is an integer-valued component of the 2N-
dimensional vector S that represents the i-th spin charge in units of s associated to
the up or down spin projection along a spin-1/2 quantization axis, which couples to the
Abelian (spin) gauge potential B(t;x). The operation of time reversal maps ai;(t;x)
into  g ai+N;( t;x) for i = 1; ;N and vice versa. Here, g = diag(+; ; ) 
g is the Lorentz metric. In Eq. (6.1a) x 2 
, where 
  R2 is a region of two-
dimensional Euclidean space, which for the discussion of the bulk theory we consider
to have no boundary, @ 
 = ?. We will show that time-reversal symmetry imposes


























with % an integer N-vector, while  = T and  =  T are symmetric and antisym-
metric integer-valued N  N matrices, respectively.
The doubled structure of the theory is even more evident if we express it as a BFChapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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; i = 1;:::;N ; (6.2a)



























In this representation, the indices in sans serif fonts i;j run from 1 to N. The coupling
between the pair of gauge elds a(+) and a( ) is o-diagonal in the BF labels . This







 ( t;x) ; (6.2c)
that leaves the action (6.2b) invariant. In this representation, the electromagnetic
gauge potential A couples to the +-species only, while the spin gauge potential B
couples to the  -species only. The N  N integer-valued matrix { in the BF repre-
sentation is related to the block matrices  and  contained in K from Eq. (6.1b)
through
{ =    : (6.2d)
The degeneracy of the ground state is obtained for either description, i.e., the one
in terms of the avors ai with i = 1; ;2N or the one in terms of the avors a
()
i
with i = 1; ;N, from
NGS =















1This terminology has no deep meaning. It arose historically in the context of topological eld
theories and refers to the symbols b and f used to represent a p-form b and the curvature f of a
(d   p)-form in (d + 1)-dimensional space and time. [10]Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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If the underlying microscopic theory describes fermions with a residual spin-1/2






The lling fraction s is here dened so that it is unity for the integer quantum spin






 1 S = %
T {
 1 %: (6.4b)
We now turn to the hierarchical construction of the states described by this quan-
tum eld theory. As a warm-up, we begin by reviewing how a one-component Chern-
Simons quantum eld theory in (2 + 1)-dimensional space and time is related to
the quantum Hall eect. We then construct recursively the multi-component Chern-
Simons quantum eld theory in such a way that it respects time-reversal symmetry.
6.2.1 Brief review of the one-component Chern-Simons the-
ory









 A @ a (6.5a)
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The dimensionless integer p is positive. The electromagnetic coupling (electric charge)
e is dimensionfull. It measures the strength of the interaction between an external
electromagnetic gauge eld A with the components A  (A0;A) and a dynamical
gauge eld a with the components a  (a0;a). The symbol D[a] represents the
measure of all gauge orbits stemming from the Abelian group U(1).







for  = 0;1;2. We also posit that T is an anti-unitary linear transformation. If so,
one veries that LCS is odd under reversal of time.












 @ a (6.7a)
for  = 0;1;2. Because the Levi-Civita tensor with the component 012  1 is fully
antisymmetric, this current is conserved,
@J

CS = 0: (6.7b)












 @ A (6.8)
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which allows us to identify the lling fraction  = p 1 in this simple example, so that
the quantum Hall conductance is given by H =  e2
h . From now on, we adopt units
in which ~ = 1.
6.2.2 One-component BF theory
















































Equation (6.10) is a BF theory made of two copies of the Chern-Simons theory (6.5)
with the specicity that the integer p enters with opposite signs in the two copies.
We have also introduced two external gauge elds A and B with the couplings e and
s, respectively. For the gauge eld A, e will be interpreted as a total U(1) charge. For
the gauge eld B, s will be interpreted as a relative U(1) charge. If the underlying
microscopic model is built from itinerant electrons, the gauge eld A is the U(1)
electromagnetic gauge eld that couples to the conserved electric charge whereas the
gauge eld B is the U(1) gauge eld that couples to the conserved projection along
some quantization axis of the electronic spin, i.e., s = 1=2.Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible uids 122








 ( t;x)  a
()(~ t; ~ x); (6.11a)
A(t;x)
T ! +g
 A( t;x)  +A
(~ t; ~ x); (6.11b)
B(t;x)
T !  g
 B( t;x)   B
(~ t; ~ x); (6.11c)
for  = 0;1;2. The component A0 of the external electromagnetic gauge eld A is
unchanged whereas its vector component A is reversed under reversal of time, just as
the vector components of a( ). This behavior is reversed for the components of the
external gauge eld B that couples to the conserved U(1) spin current and the gauge
eld a(+).
Since this theory is equivalent to two independent copies of the Chern-Simons

















for  = 0;1;2. If the microscopic model is made of itinerant electrons, we can thus
interpret J

+ as the charge current and, if the model has a residual U(1) rotation sym-
metry of the electronic spin, J

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 @ A; (6.14c)
for  = 0;1;2, respectively. We conclude that, on the one hand, the charge current
obeys the Hall response
J





 @ B; (6.15a)
with  = 0;1;2 while, on the other hand, the spin current obeys the Hall response
J





 @ A; (6.15b)
with  = 0;1;2.
6.2.3 Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy
The generic structure of the hierarchical construction is the following. Let n > 0
be any positive integer. Dene at the level n of the hierarchy the quantum eld theory
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Moreover, the n  n matrix {(n) is invertible and has, by assumption, integer-valued
matrix elements. The charge vector %(n) has the integer-valued components
%
(n) = (1;0; ;0)
T 2 Z
n: (6.17b)








for i = 1; ;n is also assumed.
The operation of time reversal is the rule
x
 T ! ~ x
   g x
 (6.18a)




T ! g a
()
i (~ x); (6.18b)
for  = 0;1;2 and i = 1; ;n that leaves the Lagrangian density (6.16c) invariant.
The level n + 1 of the hierarchical construction posits the existence of the pair of
quasiparticle 3-currents j;n+1 that are conserved, i.e.,
@ j

;n+1 = 0: (6.19)Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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i each support a vortex, creates a quasi-particle with charge
2l
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i =pn+1 and spin 2l
( )
i =pn+1 for i = 1; ;n.











































































































obeyed by the dynamical gauge elds a
()
n+1; to establish that they indeed obey the
constraints imposed in Eq. (6.20).Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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of dynamical gauge elds, then the Lagrangian LTRS
n+1 dened in Eq. (6.21c) takes the
same form as LTRS
n dened in Eq. (6.16c) after the substitution n ! n + 1. The











The (n + 1)-component charge vector %(n+1) is given by
%
(n+1) = (1;0; ;0)
T 2 Z
n+1; (6.24c)











for i = 1; ;n + 1 holds if and only if the integer pn+1 is even.
The representation (6.24) is called the hierarchical representation.
The operation of time reversal obtained from Eq. (6.18) by allowing i to run from
1 up to n + 1 leaves the Lagrangian of level n + 1 invariant. Therefore, we have
constructed a hierarchical time-reversal symmetric BF theory.
6.2.4 Equivalent representations
We dene an equivalence class on all the actions of the form (6.2b) when there









between any two given pairs ({;%) and ({0;%0) within an equivalence class.





B B B B B B
@
1 0  0
1  1  0
. . .
. . . 
. . .
1 0   1
1
C C C
C C C C C
A
(6.26a)
relates the hierarchical basis characterized by the charge vectors
% = (1;0; ;0)
T (6.26b)
to the so-called symmetric basis characterized by the charge vector
% = (1;1; ;1)
T: (6.26c)



















with 1  m < n  N that interchanges {mm with {nn, {mn with  {nm, while it
substitutes  %n for %m and +%m for %n.Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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6.3 Edge theory
In this Section, we study the quantum eld theory for 2N Abelian Chern-Simons
elds as dened in (6.1a) or, equivalently, (6.2b) in a system with a boundary by
following a strategy pioneered in Refs. [22] and [134]. However, before relaxing the
condition @ 
 = ?, we decompose the action (6.1a) of the bulk theory into






































 ai; @ B: (6.28d)
Notice that we have performed a partial integration in Eq. (6.28c) and Eq. (6.28d)
as compared to Eq. (6.1a), so that the gauge elds A and B enter Eq. (6.28) in an
explicitly gauge invariant form. In contrast, we are going to make a gauge choice for
the elds ai with i = 1; ;2N to derive the gauge-invariant eective theory of the
edge, once we have relaxed the condition @ 
 = ?.
Let us choose 





2 y  0
	
(6.29)
for notational simplicity but without loss of generality. Observe that under the 2N
independent Abelian gauge transformations of the dynamical Chern-Simons elds
ai; ! ai; + @i (6.30a)Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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for  = 0;1;2 where i with i = 1; ;2N are real-valued and smooth, the action S
dened in Eq. (6.28) obeys the transformation law











































The equations of motion
Kij 
 @ aj; = e Qi 
 @ A + sSi 
 @ B (6.31)
for the dynamical gauge eld a dictate here that
J





 @ aj; (6.32)
for i = 1; ;2N and  = 0;1;2. Hence, the 2N components of the quasi-particle
3-current Ji obey the continuity equation @J

i = 0 if
 
@ @   @ @

ai; = 0 holds
for any i = 1; ;2N and  = 0;1;2.
We now assume that the 2N-tuplet  is constant along the boundary @
 for all
times,
(@xi)(t;x;y = 0) = (@ti)(t;x;y = 0) = 0 (6.33)
for i = 1; ;2N. In this case, each component i can be pulled outside the integral
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Gauge invariance, i.e., S = 0, is then achieved if, in addition to the restriction (6.33),
we demand that there is no net accumulation of quasi-particle charge along the bound-










Observe that the stronger condition
i(t;x;y = 0) = 0 (6.36)
for i = 1; ;2N achieves gauge invariance, i.e., S = 0, without imposing condi-
tion (6.35).
Now that we understand under what conditions the quantum eld theory with
the action (6.28) is gauge invariant with the choice (6.29) for 
, we are ready to
construct the bulk-edge correspondence. To this end, we are going to extract from
the dynamical gauge eld a degrees of freedom that are localized on the edge @
 and
invariant under the gauge transformations induced by Eqs. (6.30a), (6.33), and (6.35)
on the edge @
.
6.3.1 Bulk-edge correspondence
We start by xing the gauge of the 2N Abelian Chern-Simons elds through the
conditions
a0 = K
 1 V a1: (6.37a)
We demand here that V is a symmetric, positive denite 2N2N matrix that satises
V = 1 V 1; (6.37b)Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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where the 2N  2N matrices
 =  
 1 1N;  = 1;2;3 (6.37c)
are dened by taking the tensor product between any of the Pauli matrices 1, 2,
and 3 and the unit N N matrix 1 1N. Condition (6.37b) guarantees that the gauge




Indeed, the gauge condition (6.37a) then transforms under reversal of time into
 1 a
0( t;x;y) = K
 1 V 1 a1( t;x;y); (6.38)
which, upon using K 1 =  1 K 1 1, coincides with Eq. (6.37a) if and only if we
impose condition (6.37b).
Next, we use the gauge conditions (6.37a) to eliminate the time components a0 of





() @1a2   @2a1 = 0; (6.39a)
which require the vanishing of their eld strengths, are automatically satised if
a1 = @1; a2 = @2; (6.39b)
for
(@1@2   @2@1) = 0 (6.39c)
then follows if the 2N components i of the vector eld  are smooth for i =
1; ;2N.Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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We rewrite the kinetic part (6.28b) of the action (6.28a) using the gauge condi-
tions (6.37a) and the equations of motion (6.39a) and subsequently substitute the
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Under the gauge transformation (6.30a) subject to the constraints (6.33) and (6.35)
the 2N-tuplet  transforms as
(t;x) ! (t;x) + : (6.42)
The fact that  is independent of time t and space x implies that (a) the edge
theory (6.41) is unchanged under Eq. (6.42), as anticipated, and (b) (@1)(t;x;0)
and (@0)(t;x;0) are unchanged under Eq. (6.42) and therefore are physical degrees
of freedom at the edge. Their dynamics are controlled by the non-universal matrix
V , which is xed by microscopic details of the physical system near the edge.
So far, we have discussed only the kinetic part of the action. Let us now discuss
the couplings to the external gauge potentials A and B given by the actions (6.28c)Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible uids 133
and (6.28d), respectively. We assume that the external gauge eld A is chosen so that
(i) all its components are independent of y, i.e.,
A(t;x;y) = A(t;x); (6.43a)
for  = 0;1;2 and (ii) they generate the Maxwell equations in a one-dimensional
space dened by the boundary y = 0, i.e.,
A2(t;x) = 0 (6.43b)
for all times t and for all positions x along the one-dimensional boundary y = 0.












































On the last line, the Levi-Civita tensor is dened for (1 + 1) space and time.
Furthermore, the very same manipulations that lead to Eq. (6.44) can be carried
















Finally, the operation of time reversal stated in Eq. (6.37d) in the bulk reduces
on the boundary to the transformation law
a1(t;x) = (@x)(t;x)
T ! 1 a1( t;x) = (@x 1 )( t;x): (6.46)Chapter 6: Time-reversal symmetric hierarchy of incompressible 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The transformation law of the 2N-tuplet  under reversal of time is thus only xed
unambiguously up to an additive constant 2N-tuplet. The choice
(t;x)












(0   3); (6.47b)
guarantees that at least one Kramers doublet of fermions exists as local elds in the
edge theory, as was shown in Ref. [83].
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we rst derived a hierarchy of FQSHEs, the universal properties
























The N  N invertible and integer-valued matrix { couples the N avors of the
dynamical gauge eld a(+) to the N avors of the dynamical gauge eld a( ). The
N-tuplets a(+) and a( ) also couple linearly to the external gauge elds A and B,
respectively, through the vector % 2 ZN, where the integer %i shares the same parity
as the integer {ii for i = 1; ;N. Correspondingly, there exists two independent
conserved currents, a charge current associated to the gauge eld a(+) and a spin
current associated to the gauge eld a( ).
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if the U(1) conservation law associated to the current of a( ) arises microscopically
from a residual spin-1/2 U(1) (easy plane XY ) symmetry. The topological ground
state degeneracy, if two-dimensional space 
 has a toroidal geometry,
(det{)
2 (6.51)
is always the square of an integer as a consequence of time-reversal symmetry. Equiv-
alent pairs ({;%) and ({0;%0), as dened by Eq. (6.25), share the same spin Hall
conductivity and topological degeneracy.
The theory (6.48) is topological when two-dimensional space 
 has no boundary,
i.e., the Hamiltonian density associated to the Lagrangian density (6.48) vanishes.
This is not true anymore if the boundary @
 is a one-dimensional manifold. We have
shown that imposing gauge invariance delivers a gapless theory with all excitations
propagating along the boundary @
. These excitations can all be constructed out
of N pairs of counter-propagating chiral bosons whose non-universal velocities along
the boundary @
 derive from a gauge-xing condition. The stability of this edge
theory to the (time-reversal symmetric) breaking of translation invariance along the
boundary (including the breaking of the spin conservation law associated to the spin
vector S) was studied in Ref. [83].Chapter 7
Conclusion and perspectives
Modern condensed matter physics makes ever more use of concepts from topology.
Since the discovery of the quantum Hall eect (QHE) in semiconductor heterostruc-
tures, a wide range of physical phenomena in condensed matter are known to be
of topological origin. Recently, band insulators were shown to be divided into two
categories: \trivial" insulators and topological insulators (TI). TI's, besides a gap
separating valence and conduction bands, have robust gapless surface states, which
are protected from localization by disorder provided time-reversal symmetry is not
broken. Similarly to the topological invariant (Chern number) characterizing the
QHE, an invariant index carrying information about the topology of the band struc-
ture determines whether the insulator belongs to the \trivial" or to the topological
class. The recent extensive classication of topological phases has so far been al-
most entirely within the realm of non-interacting systems, with interactions being
regarded as a small perturbation. It is inevitable, though, to raise the question as
to what happens in the regime where the band structure is topologically non-trivial
and concomitantly the interaction strength is large compared with kinetic eects such
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that the single particle picture breaks down. Do interactions stabilize a many-body
ground state that inherits the band's topological characteristics?
In Chapter 4 we have studied conditions to obtain at band models as a natural
platform for strongly correlated physics and in Chapter 5 we have began to address
the interplay between topology and strong interactions by demonstrating that models
with partially lled at bands with non-zero Chern number give rise to the FQHE
without an external magnetic eld, despite the fact that no obvious connection a
priori existed between the lattice problem and the FQHE observed in semiconductor
heterostructures in the presence of a large uniform magnetic eld. Surrounding this
topic, there are still many open and relevant questions, which deserve further investi-
gation and go beyond the scope of this thesis, such as: What are the similarities and,
more interestingly, the dierences between these FQHE states on a Chern band and
the ones observed in semiconductor heterostructures? Are there materials with such
non-trivial at bands with a hierarchy of energy scales capable of realizing quantum
Hall phases at temperatures much higher than the typically low temperature scales
required in order to observe the QHE in semiconductors with an external magnetic
eld? What is the relation between the Chern number, the lling fraction and the
hierarchy of FQHE states that can be achieved?
On another front, a challenge that lies ahead is the search, in theory and in ex-
periment, for strongly interacting phases with time reversal symmetry. In 2D, the
FQHE is the quintessential strongly correlated topological phase and it is sometimes
possible to conceptually visualize time-reversal invariant topological states in 2D in
terms of time-reversed pairs of FQH states. In Chapter 6 we have explored this con-Chapter 7: Conclusion and perspectives 138
nection to establish a hierarchical construction of such time-reversal invariant uids
with fractionalized excitations. In 3D, on the other hand, the absence of quantum
Hall eect calls for a fresh look at the question of how to think about strongly inter-
acting topological systems. In other words, it remains a vary challenging question to
determine - if it exists - what would be the quintessential strongly correlated system
in 3D playing the analogous role of the FQHE in 2D. Besides, given a time-reversal
invariant interacting Hamiltonian, no guarantee exists that the ground state will also
be time-reversal invariant, for the presence of strong interactions can, in principle,
break time-reversal symmetry spontaneously, which could lead to many interesting
phases.
Topological states of matter have gained a renewed interest in recent years for their
potential applications to Topological Quantum Computation, which proposes to over-
come decoherence eects by working with qubits made out of delocalized excitations
of a many-body quantum state. One of the most discussed realizations of such pro-
tected qubits is via pairs of Majorana fermions in spatially separated superconductor
vortices. Central to the ability of creating qubits immune to decoherence is the parity
of the number of Majorana fermions per vortex. In Chapter 2, we have elucidated
the mechanism behind the stability of Majorana qubits in 2D lattice systems with a
free particle band structure containing \Dirac particles", similar to that of graphene.
The obstacle imposed by the fermion doubling to the construction of decoherent free
qubits is overcome by fermion masses which break time-reversal symmetry and com-
pete with the superconductor order parameter, thus allowing the possibility of an odd
number of Majorana fermions per vortex. Motivated by the important consequencesChapter 7: Conclusion and perspectives 139
of fermion zero modes, either as Majorana fermions in superconductors, or for the
phenomenon of fractionalization in charge conserving systems, we have developed in
Chapter 3 a method for counting the number of zero modes bound to a point defect.Appendix A
Appendix to Chapter 3
A.1 Counting the zero modes with the induced
charge
In this Appendix, we review an identity that relates the total number of zero
modes of any single-particle Hamiltonian H with charge-conjugation symmetry to
its Euclidean Green function G(!) = (i!   H) 1. This identity appears implicitly in
Ref. [112] and explicitly in Ref. [58]. [139] We will only assume that the single-particle
Hamiltonian H has the property that there exists a transformation C such that
C
 1 HC =  H; (A.1)
whereby the transformation C is norm preserving, i.e., it can either be an unitary or
an antiunitary transformation. We call C the operation of charge conjugation.
To simplify notation, we take the spectrum
f0; sgn(n)"jnj jn = 1;2;g (A.2)
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of H to be discrete up to nite degeneracies of the eigenvalues. This is the case if H
describes the single-particle physics of a lattice Hamiltonian. The spectral decompo-




sgn(n)"jnjj nih nj; "jnj > 0; (A.3)
with the single-particle orthonormal basis obeying








j nih nj : (A.4)
We have assumed the existence of N zero modes labeled by the index . The relation
j ni = Cj  ni (A.5)
holds for any nite energy eigenstate labeled by the index n = 1;2; as a result
of the charge-conjugation symmetry (A.1).
On the lattice, we denote the value of the energy eigenfunctions at site i by
 sgn(n)"jnj;i = hij ni; n = 1;2; ; (A.6)
for the nite-energy eigenvalues and
 ;i = hiji;  = 1; ;N; (A.7)
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where we have used the completeness relation dened in Eq. (A.4). When i = j, we












owing to the fact that C is norm preserving.



































follows. In turn, after summing over all lattice sites and making use of the fact that
















follows. The global sum rule is only meaningful in the thermodynamic limit after this
subtraction procedure has been taken.
We now present the global sum rule (A.13) with the help of Euclidean single-
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Figure A.1: Denition of the integration contour  that picks up the discrete negative
energy eigenvalues of the single-particle Hamiltonian. The shaded box represents the
Fermi sea. The lled circles represent the discrete energy eigenvalues. The contour 






for any real-valued and non-vanishing !. Next, we choose  to be the contour in the
complex ! plane that runs counterclockwise along the real axis ! 2 R, avoids the ori-
gin ! = 0 by an innitesimal deformation into the upper complex plane Re! > 0, and
closes through a semi-circle in the very same upper complex plane (see Figure A.1).
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[G(!)   G0(!)]: (A.16a)




























A.2 Zero modes of HDirac
d
This Appendix provides intermediary steps for Sec. 3.3.3.
A.2.1 Dirac fermions in one-dimensional space
Denition







= 3^ p + 11(x) + 22(x): (A.17)
The (R = 2)-dimensional representation of the Cliord algebra is here generated from
the Pauli matrices 1, 2, and 3. If the doublet of Higgs elds 0 is constant throughAppendix A: Appendix to Chapter 3 145
one-dimensional space (x), the single-particle spectrum of Hamiltonian (A.17) has a












The generator of the chiral symmetry of the Dirac Hamiltonian (A.17) is
Cch = 2 (A.19a)
if
2 = 0 (A.19b)
everywhere in Euclidean space x 2 R.
The operation of time-reversal is implemented by
T1 K = 1 K (A.20)
where K denotes complex conjugation. It is a symmetry of the Dirac Hamilto-
nian (A.17) for any Higgs conguration 1 and 2.
The operation of particle-hole exchange is implemented by
Cph = T1 KCch =  i3 K (A.21)
and it is only a symmetry of the Dirac Hamiltonian (A.17) provided 2 = 0.
The discovery that this model supports zero modes was made by Jackiw and
Rebbi in Ref. [56]. Its relevance to the physics of polyacetylene was made by Su,
Schrieer, and Heeger in Refs. [113] and [114]. In polyacetylene, the kinetic energy
results from linearizing the dispersion around the two Fermi points of a single-band
nearest-neighbor tight-binding model at half-lling in the left- and right-mover basis.Appendix A: Appendix to Chapter 3 146
The Higgs eld 1  '1 realizes a modulation of the nearest-neighbor hopping am-
plitude that is mediated by phonons. A Peierls transition opens up a single-particle
electronic gap through the breaking of the translation symmetry by one lattice spac-
ing down to a residual translation symmetry by two lattice spacings. A domain wall
in '1 that interpolates between the two possible dimer ground states binds one zero
mode per electronic spin (which we have ignored so far). The Higgs eld 2 breaks
the sublattice symmetry of the tight-binding model. The quasiparticle charge den-
sity induced by a domain wall with a non-vanishing charge-conjugation symmetry
breaking 2 was computed by Goldstone and Wilczek in Ref. [39] and shown to vary
continuously with 2. We are going to reproduce all these results using the adiabatic
approximation (3.23).
Counting zero modes
We start from the expansion (3.20a) of the quasiparticle charge density which,
for a Dirac Hamiltonian, is exact and consider the contribution from n = 1. The


















For a constant 2 > 0 that breaks the conjugation symmetry, integration over one-
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The single domain wall with the asymptotic values
1(1) = '0; '0 > 0; (A.24)
here chosen in such a way that any zero mode is shifted in energy by 2 > 0 above
the chemical potential, induces the negative charge
lim




Having restored the charge-conjugation symmetry by removing 2 in Eq. (A.25),
the counting formula (3.14) can, in turn, be used to deliver the positive number of
unoccupied zero modes
N = 1 (A.26)
bound to this single domain wall.
Chern number
Whereas the counting formula (3.14) relies on the charge-conjugation symmetry,
the adiabatic approximation to the quasiparticle charge density does not. We are
going to take advantage of this freedom to relate the induced charge to the rst
Chern number.
To this end, we compactify the base space x 2 R to the circle x 2 S1 by impos-
ing periodic boundary conditions. We then parametrize the doublet of Higgs elds
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We have thus compactied the target space (x) 2 R2 to the unit circle (x) 2 S1.
















































and by introducing the three-momentum
K  (!;p;) 2 R  S
1  S
1: (A.30)





















We infer that the charge induced by the adiabatic winding of the Higgs doublet around
the circle takes integer values.
Moreover, the domain wall from Sec. A.2.1 is a half-winding of the unit circle
S1. More precisely, evaluation of the trace in the integrand of the rst Chern num-







jj2 = winding number in : (A.32)
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that obeys the continuity equation [39]
@j








A.2.2 Dirac fermions in two-dimensional space
Denition







= 1^ p1 + 2^ p2 + 11 + 22 + 33: (A.34a)
The (R = 4)-dimensional representation of the Cliord algebra can be chosen to be
generated from the ve traceless and Hermitian matrices
  = (1;2;1;2;3) (A.34b)
with
1 = 3 
 1; 2 = 3 
 2; (A.34c)
and
1 = 1 
 0; 2 = 2 
 0; 3 = 3 
 3: (A.34d)
A second set of Pauli matrices 1, 2, and 1 has been introduced, together with the
unit 2  2 matrices 0 and 0. If the triplet of Higgs eld 0 is constant throughout
two-dimensional space (x), the single-particle spectrum of Hamiltonian (A.34) has a
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The generator of the chiral symmetry of the Dirac Hamiltonian (A.34) is
Cch = 3 = 3 
 3 (A.36a)
if
3 = 0 (A.36b)
everywhere in Euclidean space x 2 R2.
The operation of time-reversal is implemented by
T2 K = 1 
 1 K (A.37)
where K denotes complex conjugation. It is a symmetry of the Dirac Hamilto-
nian (A.34) for any Higgs conguration 1, 2, and 3.
The operation of particle-hole exchange is implemented by
Cph = T2 KCch =  2 
 2 K (A.38)
and it is only a symmetry of the Dirac Hamiltonian (A.34) provided 3 = 0.
The discovery that this model supports zero modes (Majorana fermions) was made
by Jackiw and Rossi in Ref. [57] within an interpretation of Hamiltonian (A.34) as
a relativistic superconductor. Weinberg shortly thereafter proved an index theorem
in Ref. [128] for these zero modes. The eect on the induced charge by a triplet
of Higgs elds was investigated by Jaroszewicz in Ref. [61] (see also Refs. [16, 50,
146]). It was proposed by Hou, Chamon, and Mudry in Ref. [52] that graphene
could realize Hamiltonian (A.34) with the Higgs doublet 1 and 2 responsible for a
Kekul e bond-density-wave instability and the charge-conjugation-symmetry-breaking
3 responsible for a charge-density-wave instability (see also Refs. [14, 15, 98]).Appendix A: Appendix to Chapter 3 151
Counting zero modes
We start from the expansion (3.20a) of the quasiparticle charge density induced
by a static triplet of Higgs elds  which, for a Dirac Hamiltonian, is exact. We
compute rst the contribution from n = 1. It vanishes. The adiabatic approximation











































is assumed for the charge-conjugation-symmetric doublet of Higgs elds with r and





 winding number in (1;2) (A.41)
follows. To compute the number of unoccupied zero modes N with the counting
formula (3.14), we choose the sign of the charge-conjugation-symmetry-breaking 3
such that it shifts the zero mode in energy above the chemical potential, i.e., with
the opposite sign to the winding number of the Higgs doublet (1;2). We then takeAppendix A: Appendix to Chapter 3 152
the limit 3 ! 0. If so, for a unit winding
N = 1: (A.42)
Observe that the number of zero modes (A.40a) agrees with Weinberg's index theorem
in Ref. [128] applied to a single vortex with unit vorticity.
Chern number
We use the notation G  (i!   HDirac
d=2 ) 1 and compactify both space and the
order-parameter space,
x 2 S
2; () 2 S
2  R
3; (A.43)
where  = (1;2) are the spherical coordinates on the two-sphere S2  R3.













where we have introduced the family of indices 
1; ;5 = 1; ;5; (A.44b)
the momentum
K = (!;p1;p2;1;2); (A.44c)

















The \surface" element of the sphere S2 is here denoted by d
2. The subscript 0
refers to the semi-classical Green function (3.22). Equation (A.44) is the second
Chern number. [90] It takes integer values only.Appendix A: Appendix to Chapter 3 153
A.2.3 Chern number for Dirac fermions in d-dimensional
space
To prove Eq. (3.58), imagine that we integrate out the Dirac fermions in the





where  are the polar coordinates of the d-sphere Sd  Rd+1. The conserved current of
the fermionic single-particle Dirac Hamiltonian must induce a conserved current j
adia
with  = 0;1; ;d for the Higgs elds. Its time-like component j0
adia enters in the
counting formula (3.14). Relativistic covariance, current conservation, dimensional





Here, summation convention over the repeated indices
;1; ;d = 0;1; ;d;
a1; ;ad;ad+1 = d + 1; ;2d + 1;
(A.45c)
is implied. (Compared to our convention in the denition (3.52d) of the Dirac Hamil-
tonian, we have shifted the values taken by the family of indices a = d+1; ;2d+1
to stress that it diers from the family of indices i = 1; ;d.)
If we compare Eq. (A.45) with the gradient expansion (3.26), we deduce that the
leading non-vanishing contribution to the gradient expansion (3.26) must be of order
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The summation convention over the two distinct families of indices
i1; ;id = 1; ;d;
a1; ;ad = d + 1; ;2d + 1;
(A.46b)
































Any permutation of the indices on the left-hand side is dened by the same permu-
tation of the dierentials in the trace of the right-hand side.













where the target space Sd  Rd+1 of the order-parameter is parametrized by the
d-independent spherical coordinates










































Again any permutation of the indices on the left-hand side is dened by the same
permutation of the dierentials in the trace of the right-hand side.Appendix A: Appendix to Chapter 3 155
Proof. To evaluate the trace in the integrand (A.46c), the semi-classical Green func-
tions are re-massaged so as to bring all the Dirac matrices in the numerator,
Gs-c(!;p;x) =
1
i!    ipi    aa(x)
=  
i! +  ipi +  aa(x)
!2 + p2 + 2(x)
: (A.48)
Multiplying out all Green functions in the trace from the integrand in Eq. (A.46c)
yields in the numerator terms made of the product from 2d  -matrices, 2d + 1  -
matrices, ..., 2d + 2j  -matrices, 2d + 2j + 1  -matrices, ..., 2d + 2d  -matrices, and
2d + 2d + 1  -matrices. Any trace over an even number 2d + 2j of  -matrices is odd
under ! !  ! since it comes multiplied by the power !2d+1 2j in the numerator.
Such a trace does not contribute to the ! integration since the denominator is an
even function of !. Any trace over an odd number 2d + 2j + 1 of  -matrices is even
under ! !  ! since it comes multiplied by the power !2d+1 2j 1. Such a trace can
only be nonvanishing if  1, ; 2d+1 all appear in the trace and all an odd number of







if j = 1; ;2d for j = 1; ;2d. Here, R = 2d and  2d+1 was dened in Eq. (3.55b).
The coecients (A.46c) inherit the antisymmetry of Eq. (A.49) in that they are fully
antisymmetric under any exchange of the indices (A.46b).
We need to overcome the fact that the ranges of i and a are unequal in cardinality.
To this end, we change variables on the target space and introduce the spherical coor-
dinates (A.47b) of the target space Sd  Rd+1. The adiabatic approximation (A.46a)
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Now, it is the summation convention over the two distinct families of indices
i1; ;id = 1; ;d;
b1; ;bd = d + 1; ;2d;
(A.51)
that replaces (A.46b), whereby the expansion coecients (A.50) are related to the












Here, any permutation of the indices of J on the left-hand side is dened by the same
permutation on the indices of I on the right-hand side.
By linearity, the antisymmetry (A.49) thus carries over to
Jidbdi1b1 = Nd idbdi1b1 (A.53)
where Nd is a normalization constant. We will not need the explicit dependence of




This follows from contracting the Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor idbdi1b1 with
itself and observing that the two sets of indices i and b run over d distinct values
each.
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with the help of Eq. (A.54) to reach the last equality.
For convenience, we introduce another family of indices  through
1; ;2d = 1; ;2d;
i1; ;id = 1; ;d;
b1; ;bd = d + 1; ;2d:
(A.57)





since the contraction on the left-hand side of this equation yields a combinatorial
factor of (2d)! whereas the contraction on the right-hand side yields a combinatorial
factor of d!  d!, i.e., one d! for the family i of indices and another d! for the distinctAppendix A: Appendix to Chapter 3 158















where the subscript 0 refers to the semi-classical Green function (A.48).
At last, we add the non-compact imaginary-time label with the introduction of
the family  of indices,
1; ;2d+1 = 0;1; ;2d;
1; ;2d = 1; ;2d;
i1; ;id = 1; ;d;
b1; ;bd = d + 1; ;2d:
(A.60)
Dene






































The \surface" element of Sd is here denoted by d
















thereby completing the proof of Eq. (3.58). This is the d-th Chern number in (2d+1)-
dimensional Euclidean space and time.Appendix B
Appendix to Chapter 5
B.1 SMA for a at band
We present some of the intermediate steps needed to derive Eq. (5.32a). (For ease
of presentation, we use Latin instead of Greek indices for the momentum components
in what follows. Summation convention over repeated indices is also implied.)
Our aim is to evaluate Eq. (5.25c) up to order q2k2. The commutator in Eq. (5.25c)
can be conveniently broken into four contributions,
fk = f1;k + f2;k + f3;k + f4;k; (B.1a)























































The commutator of two projected density operators can be expressed, with the
aid of Eq. (5.30), as








p b p+q+k; (B.2a)
where
Rp;q;k := Mp;q Mp+q;k   Mp+k;q Mp;k: (B.2b)
The nested commutators of three projected density operators can be expressed,











p b p+q; (B.3a)
where
p;q;k := Rp k;q;k Mp; k   Rp;q;k Mp+q+k; k: (B.3b)
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p  @i@jup + 
(B.6a)
where we have introduced the (imaginary-valued) Berry connection
Ai;p  u
y
p  @iup (B.6b)
and the summation convention over repeated indices i;j = 1; ;d is implied. The
symbol @i with i = 1; ;d is to be regarded as a derivative with respect to the
argument of the function on which it acts. Similarly,
Mp+q;k = 1 + k
i Ai + q
ik
j@iu




































































y  @l @m@mu + 
(B.7)
where the summation convention over the repeated indices i;j;l;m = 1; ;d is
implied.
We multiply Eq. (B.6a) by Eq. (B.7) and antisymmetrize with respect to the
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where the summation convention over the repeated indices i;j;l;m = 1; ;d is

























y  @i@ju   @i@ju
y  @mu   2@ju















y  @i@ju   @i@ju








y  @l @mu

+ 2@l u
y  @i@j@mu   2@iu




for i;j;l;m = 1; ;d. We evaluate
















































where the summation convention over the repeated indices a;b;i;j;m = 1; ;d is
implied.
At last, we are in a position to evaluate the terms contributing to the function fkAppendix B: Appendix to Chapter 5 163




















































































































(k ^ q)  B(p)
ih











where we used that Bi = ijm@jAm = 1
2ijmFjm or, equivalently, Fij = ijmBm. We

































(k ^ q)  B
ih
(k ^ q)  B
iD









(k ^ q)  B
ih
(k ^ q)  B(p
0)
iD











(k ^ q)  B(p)
ih













(k ^ q)  B(p)
ih











In a uniform liquid-like ground state we have h b k i / k;0 and, due to the relation
kaqb Fab = (k ^ q)  B, we can replace b kq by b kq. As a consequence, we can











(k ^ q)  B(p)
ih





+  ; (B.12)
where ^ np  b y





























(k ^ q)  B(p)
ih
















































b  q b y
p b p+q
E
vanishes in the limit q ! 0 and, therefore, the















































The condition (B.5) implies that f4;k = f






















p+q b pb q
E
; (B.16)
where we have used that (B(p))
 =  B(p).








(k ^ q)  B(p)
ih



































p+q b p b q
Ei
(B.17)
where the summation convention over the repeated indices a = 1; ;d is implied.
Finally, the analytical continuation B   iB delivers Eq. (5.32a).Bibliography
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